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Online Bidding 

This auction can be viewed online at www.invaluable.com, www.numisbids.com, www.biddr.ch and www.six-
bid.com

Morton & Eden Ltd offers live online bidding via www.invaluable.com and www.biddr.ch 

This facility is provided without additional charge on the understanding that Morton & Eden Ltd shall not be respon-
sible for errors or failures to execute internet bids for reasons including but not limited to:
i) a loss of internet connection by either party;
ii) a breakdown or other problems with the online bidding software;
iii) a breakdown or other problems with your computer, system or internet connection. 

All online bids remain subject to our standard Conditions of Business.. 



Important Information for Buyers

All lots are offered subject to Morton & Eden Ltd’s Conditions of Business and to reserves.

Estimates are published as a guide only and are subject to review.  The hammer price of a lot may well be higher or 
lower than the range of figures given and there are no fixed starting prices. 

A Buyer’s Premium of 20% is applicable to all lots in this sale and is subject to VAT at the standard rate (currently 
20%).  Unless otherwise indicated, lots are offered for sale under the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme.

g Lots marked with the letter g qualify as Investment Gold as defined by H.M. Customs & Excise.  Whilst invoice 
totals for such lots will be of equivalent value to those for lots sold under the Auctioneer’s Margin scheme, the VAT 
on the Buyer’s Premium will be itemised separately.

VAT may be refunded upon export to buyers from outside the UK under certain circumstances. In all cases evidence 
of export must be produced within three months of the date of sale. 

Morton & Eden Ltd can provide quotations for the shipping of purchases and can assist in applying for export licenc-
es.  However, buyers are reminded that it is their responsibility to comply with UK export regulations and with any 
local import requirements.

Morton & Eden Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on behalf of those clients unable to attend the sale in person, 
subject to our Conditions of Business.  Lots will always be purchased as cheaply as possible, depending on any other 
bids and reserves.  This service is offered free of charge.  

Written bids should be submitted before 6pm on the day prior to the sale.  

 
 
 
 

Payment Instructions

Payment must be made in pounds sterling and is due at the conclusion of the sale and before purchases can be 
released.

•	 Bank Transfers (strongly recommended). 
Please include your invoice number and name in the reference section of instructions to your bank.

•	 UK debit card.
Please note that any clients wishing to pay amounts no greater than £500 by either foreign debit card or 
credit card are kindly requested to contact us in advance for approval.  

•	 Cheques and banker’s drafts.
Should be drawn on a UK bank.  We require seven days to clear cheques unless special arrangements have 
been made in advance of the sale.  Please note foreign cheques will not be accepted. 

•	 Sterling Cash.  
Subject to statutory limits. 
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1   
Italy, Calabria, Tarentum, stater, c. 280-272 BC, the Dioscuri riding left, rev., Taras on dolphin riding left over 
waves, 6.22g (Vlasto 774; HN Italy, 1101), slight corrosion spot on edge, toned and about extremely fine  £500-700

2   
Italy, Lucania, Metapontum, stater, c. 350-300 BC, wreathed head of Demeter left, rev., ear of barley; small griffin 
and AY on left, 7.93g (Johnson C6.10 = SNG ANS 489, same dies; Ward 55, this piece), very fine  £300-400

Ex Ward Collection and Metropolitan Museum of Art, Sotheby’s Zurich, 4 April 1973, lot 38.

3   
Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 474-450 BC, quadriga driven right with Nike flying above; in ex., ketos, rev., pearl-
diademed head of Arethusa right surrounded by four dolphins, 17.09g (Boehringer 408; SNG ANS 128, same dies), small 
edge flaw and somewhat porous metal, otherwise about extremely fine  £2,000-3,000

4   
Sicily, Siculo-Punic coinage, tetradrachm, c. 320 BC, head of Herakles right in lion-skin headdress, rev., head and 
neck of horse left with palm tree behind, 16.42g (Jenkins 420), toned and about extremely fine  £600-800

1 2

5   
Kings of Thrace, Lysimachos (323-281 BC), tetradrachm, Lampsakos, c. 297-281 BC, deified head of Alexander 
the Great right, rev., Athena seated left holding Nike and spear; monogram in field and crescent in exergue, 16.94g 
(Thompson 49), hair curls of Alexander tooled, otherwise good very fine  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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6   
Kings of Thrace, Lysimachos (323-281 BC), tetradrachm, Cius, c. 288-281 BC, deified head of Alexander the 
Great right, rev., Athena seated left holding Nike and spear; two monograms in field and club over corn ear in exergue, 
17.08g (Thompson 182 var.), hair curls of Alexander tooled, otherwise good very fine  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

7   
Kings of Thrace, Lysimachos (323-281 BC), tetradrachm, Pella, c. 286-281 BC, deified head of Alexander the 
Great right, rev., Athena seated left holding Nike and spear; two monograms in field, 17.17g (Thompson 244), hair curls of 
Alexander tooled, otherwise good very fine  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

8   
Kings of Thrace, Lysimachus (323-281 BC), tetradrachm, Cius, after 281 BC, deified head of Alexander the 
Great right, rev., Athena seated left holding Nike; in left field, club and monogram, in exergue bow in case and monogram, 
16.94g (SNG Berry 451), good very fine   £400-500

9   
Kings of Thrace, Lysimachos (323-281 BC), tetradrachm, Byzantium, 2nd century BC, deified head of Alexander 
the Great right, rev., Athena seated left holding Nike and spear; monogram in field, BY on throne and ornamental trident 
in exergue, 17.17g (SNG Copenhagen 1139 var.), minor edge knock, good very fine  £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

10   
Island off Thrace, Thasos, stater, c. 500 BC, ithyphallic satyr carrying off nymph, rev., quadripartite incuse square, 
9.52g (Svoronos pl. X, 3ff; Asyut 100ff), slightly off centre and porous, very fine; and stater, c. 470 BC, of later style, 
9.03g (Svoronos pl. X, 12 ff), some deposits, porous, very fine  (2) £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

11   
Kings of Macedon, Archelaos (413-399 BC), stater, diademed head of Apollo right, rev., horse standing right with 
trailing rein, 11.07g (cf. Westermark O75/R91), hair of Apollo tooled, slight double striking on reverse, very fine  
 £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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12   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), gold stater, Amphipolis, c. 330-320 BC, helmeted 
head of Athena right, rev., Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis; in left field, trident head, 8.60g (Price 175), several 
scuff marks, otherwise about extremely fine £2,000-2,500

Ex Sotheby’s, 1-2 October 1987, lot 671.

13   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), gold stater, uncertain Black Sea district, c. 250-
200 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis; to left, K in circle and A, 8.57g 
(Price 1329; SNG Copenhagen 651), edge scuff above obverse head, good very fine £2,500-3,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

14   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), gold stater, Abydos (?), c. 328-323 BC, helmeted 
head of Athena right, rev., Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis; to left, forepart of Pegasos above monogram, 8.60g 
(Price 1504), very fine  £2,500-3,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

15   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), gold stater, Miletos, c. 323-319 BC, helmeted head 
of Athena right, rev., Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis; to right, corn-ear on stem and below right wing, double-
axe, 8.62g (Price 2095), about extremely fine  £3,000-4,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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16   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), gold stater, Tarsus, c. 323-317 BC, helmeted head 
of Athena right, rev., Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis; to left, caduceus, ΕΠ monogram and Σ, 8.56 g (Price 
3043), very fine  £2,500-3,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

17   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), gold stater, Babylon, c. 311-305 BC, helmeted head 
of Athena right, rev., Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis; in field, MI and monogram in wreath, 8.54g (Price 3748), 
about extremely fine  £3,000-4,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

18   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), tetradrachm, Carrhae (?), c. 315-305 BC, head 
of Herakles right in lion-skin headdress, rev., Zeus seated left; in left field, star between crescents and ΔΙΟ, 16.90g (Price 
3787), very fine  £250-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

19   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), tetradrachms (2), uncertain Greek mint and 
Babylon mint, head of Herakles right in lion-skin headdress, rev., Zeus seated left, 16.88g (Price 817) and 16.86g (Price 
3733), very fine  (2)  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

20   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III (336-323 BC), tetradrachm, Callatis, c. 250-225 BC, head of Herakles right 
in lion-skin headdress, rev., Zeus seated left; in ex., corn-ear, 17.00g (Price 929), toned, good very fine  £200-250

21   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), drachms (9), 4th-3rd century BC, head of Herakles 
right, rev., Zeus seated left; mints of Abydos?, Alexandria Troas, Colophon (4) and Magnesia (3) (Pr. 1501, 1584, 1782, 1823, 
1825, 1827, possibly plated, 1952, 1959, 1969), mainly very fine  (9) £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

22   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323 BC), drachms (5), 4th-3rd century BC, head of Herakles 
right, rev., Zeus seated left; mints of Miletos (3), Sardes and an uncertain mint (Pr 2121, 2148 var., 2151, 2553, 2773); 
Philip III, drachm, mint of Colophon (Pr. P43), very fine and better  (6)   £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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23   
Kings of Macedon, Philip III (323-317 BC), gold stater, Sardes, c. 323-319, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., 
Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis; to left, monogram and below left wing, torch, 8.58g (Price P67), very fine  
 £2,200-2,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

24   
Kings of Macedon, Philip III (323-317 BC), gold stater, Babylon, 323-317, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., 
Nike standing left holding wreath and stylis; to left, monogram and below left wing, torch, 8.58g (Price P67; Morton & Eden 
115, 5 May 2022, lot 28, same dies), obverse die flaws and a tiny banker’s mark, reverse a little off centre, good very fine  
 £2,200-2,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

25   
Kings of Macedon, Demetrius Poliorketes (294-288 BC), tetradrachm, Pella, c. 292-291 BC, diademed and 
horned head right, rev., Poseidon seated left, holding aplustre and sceptre, 16.83g (Newell 74, pl. VII, 5), about very fine  
 £400-500

26   
Kings of Macedon, Antigonos Gonatas (c. 277-239 BC), tetradrachm, bust of Pan left in centre of Macedonian 
shield, rev., Athena Alkidemos advancing left, flanked by Macedonian helmet and monogram, 17.05g (SNG Berry 354), 
very fine  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

27   
Kings of Macedon, Perseus (179-168 BC), tetradrachm, diademed head right, rev., eagle standing on thunderbolt 
within oak wreath; three monograms in field, 15.49g (Mamroth 25), extremely fine  £1,500-2,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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28   
Thessaly, Larissa, drachm, c. 400 BC, youth restraining bull left, rev., horse rearing right, 5.93g (SNG Copenhagen 
108), about very fine, off centre; drachms (2), c. 350-320 BC, facing head of nymph Larissa, rev., horse feeding right, 
6.11g and 6.02g (SNG Copenhagen 121), very fine; Thessalian Confederacy, stater, head of Zeus right, rev., Athena 
Itonia, 6.29g (SNG Copenhagen 295), about extremely fine  (4)  £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

34   
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 505/500-490 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head 
facing; olive spray behind, 16.78g (Seltman group L; Asyut group III, 263, this piece), some dark deposits, about very fine 
and rare  £600-800

Ex Asyut hoard (1969) and European Ambassador Collection.

29   
Thessaly, Larissa, didrachm, c. 350 BC, head of nymph Larissa facing three-quarters left, her hair in ampyx and 
floating freely around head, wearing earring and necklace, rev., [ΛΑ]ΡΙ-Σ-[ΑΙ]ΩΝ, bridled horse trotting to right with right 
foreleg raised, 12.24g (Hermann pl. 5, 2; BMC 55; ACGC 396), mint state and in high relief, finely toned  £5,000-7,000

Ex Athena Fund sale, Sotheby’s Zurich, 26 October 1993, lot 45 and illustrated also on the end papers of the catalogue.

30   
Thessaly, Larissa, drachms (4), c. 350-320 BC, facing head of nymph Larissa, rev., horse feeding right, 6.01g, 5.90g, 
6.07g, 6.04g (SNG Copenhagen 121-122), very fine or slightly better  (4)  £800-1,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

31   
Acarnania, Anactorium, stater, c. 300 BC, Corinthian type, 8.26g (BMC 66); with Corinthian drachms (2), triobol 
and obol of the Arcadian League, fine to very fine  (5)  £180-220

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

32   
Acarnania, Leukas, stater, c. 300 BC, Pegasus flying right, rev., helmeted head of Athena left; to right, Λ and caduceus, 
8.22g (BMC 56; SNG Copenhagen 345), reverse scratch in field, good very fine  £250-300

33   
Aitolia, Aitolian Leage, triobol, c. 205-150 BC, head of Aitolia in kausia right, rev., the Kalydonian boar right, 2.41g 
(BCD 498), good very fine  £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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35   
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 500/490-c. 482, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head 
facing; olive spray behind, 17.75g (Seltman groups M and G; Asyut group IVb, 275, this piece), deep test cut on obverse 
causing flan to crack, very fine   £400-600

Ex Asyut hoard (1969) and European Ambassador Collection.

36   
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 500/490-c. 482, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head 
facing; olive spray behind, 16.87g (Seltman groups M and G; Asyut group IV g, 364, this piece), struck short of flan, very 
fine  £400-600

Ex Asyut hoard (1969) and European Ambassador Collection.

37   
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (3), c. 440-404 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head 
facing; olive spray and crescent behind, 17.20g, 17.14g, 17.11g, good very fine or better but the second with test marks on 
reverse and edge   (3)  £800-1,200

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

38   
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (3), c. 440-404 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head 
facing; olive spray and crescent behind, 17.13g, 16.94g, 16.90g, good very fine, the last with old scuff on reverse   (3)  
 £800-1,200

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

39   
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (4), c. 440-404 BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head 
facing; olive spray and crescent behind, 17.19g, 17.12g, 16.90g, 16.70g, mainly very fine, two with horn silver and the last 
with test mark and damage by chin of Athena    (4)  £700-1,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

40   
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (4), 4th century BC, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., owl standing right with head 
facing; olive spray and crescent behind, 17.14g, 17.18g, 17.11g, 17.10g, first with test marks, mainly very fine, the last an 
eastern imitation  (4)  £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

41   
Aegina, stater, c. 500 BC, turtle, rev., incuse punch, 12.16g (SNG Copenhagen 501), two obverse countermarks, fine; 
stater, c. 460 BC, turtle, rev., skew pattern incuse, 11.91g (SNG Copenhagen 517), field scratches and edge marks, about 
very fine  (2)    £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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42   
Aegina, stater, c. 460 BC, turtle with T-shaped arrangement of pellets on back, rev., incuse square of skew pattern, 
12.31g (Millbank pl. 1, 15; SNG Copenhagen 507), two old minor obverse scratches, very fine to extremely fine 
 £2,000-2,500

Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt collection, Sotheby’s New York, 21-22 June 1990, lot 429.

43   
Aegina, stater, c. 350 BC, tortoise with segmented shell, rev., incuse square of skew pattern with A – I in upper two 
compartments, 11.92g (variety not in Millbank; cf. Stack’s Salton collection, 14 January 2022, lot 4273), good very fine 
 £2,000-2,500

Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt collection, Sotheby’s New York, 21-22 June 1990, lot 432.

44   
Peloponnesos, Achaean League, hemidrachms (4), of Aegium, 1.76g (BCD 430),  low weight, Dyme (?), 2.25g, 
corroded reverse, and Lacedaemon (2), 2.34 and 2.41g (BCD 863, 865.1), mainly very fine; and 1st century BC hemidrachm 
of Messene, 1.80g (cf. BCD 746), underweight, possibly plated  (5)  £150-200

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

45   
Paphlagonia, Sinope, drachm, c. 410-350 BC, head of nymph left, rev., sea-eagle on dolphin left; ΔΙΟ below wings, 
6.00g (SNG BM 1397), obverse off centre, good very fine  £150-200

46   
Bithynia, Nicomedes IV (94-74 BC), tetradrachm, 92/91 BC, diademed head right, rev., Zeus standing left with 
wreath and sceptre; dated year 206, 15.77g (Rec. Gen p. 232), edge flaw, minor marks, good very fine  £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

47   
Bithynia, Nicomedes IV (94-74 BC), tetradrachm, 75/74 BC, diademed head right, rev., Zeus standing left with 
wreath and sceptre; dated year 223, 16.16g (Rec. Gen p. 233), field smoothed before head of Zeus, otherwise about extremely 
fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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48   
Mysia, Lampsakos, tetradrachm, c. 100-70 BC, bearded head of Priapos right, hair wreathed with ivy, rev., 
ΛΑΜΨΑ-[Κ]ΗΝΩΝ, Apollo Kitharoidos standing right; to left, K and to right, headdress of Isis; below, magistrate’s name 
ΑΝΔΡΟΜΑΧΟΥ ΤΟΥ ΜΗΝΟΦΙΛΟΥ, 16.22g (A. Ellis-Evans, AJN 32, 2020, pl. 19, 16, same obverse die), some flat areas, 
otherwise about extremely fine and extremely rare   £5,000-7,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

49   
Mysia, Pergamum, cistophorus, c. 76 BC, cista mystica from which serpent emerges; within ivy wreath with fruit, 
rev., two serpents coiled around bow-case, 11.64g (Kleiner 25; SNG BN 1726), extremely fine  £300-500

50   
Troas, Abydos, tetradrachm, c. 80-70 BC, bust of Artemis right, bow and quiver at shoulder, rev., ΑΒΥΔΗΝΩΝ, eagle 
standing right; star and head of Helios in field; below, ΙΦΙΑΔΟΥ, 15.06g (de Callataÿ D32, this obverse die), good very 
fine   £1,000-1,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

51   
Troas, Abydos, tetradrachm, c. 80-70 BC, bust of Artemis right, bow and quiver at shoulder, rev., ΑΒΥ-ΔΗ-ΝΩΝ, 
eagle standing right; cicada or tripod on palm branch in right field; below, ΞΑΝΘΙΠΠΟΥ, 15.32g (de Callataÿ – but see p. 
86 for the magistrate), good very fine, apparently unrecorded dies  £1,000-1,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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52   
Ionia, Ephesos, cistophorus, 139-138 BC, cista mystica in wreath, rev., bow case flanked by two coiled serpents; dated 
AK (year 21), 12.52g (Kleiner-Noe 34a; SNG von Aulock 1857), very fine  £100-150

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

53   
Ionia, Miletos, didrachm, c. 294-281 BC, laureate head of Apollo left, rev., lion walking left with head turned back; 
star above; magistrate ΚΛΕΙΔΟΜΑΧΟΣ, 6.41g (Deppert-Lippitz 454/460), some marks, very fine and toned, rare  
 £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

54   
Lydia, Alyattes to Kroisos, electrum trite, c. 610-545 BC, lion’s head with protuberance on nose, rev., two punch 
marks, 4.70g (cf. Weidauer 89), fine to very fine  £500-600

55   
Lydia, Alyattes to Kroisos, electrum trite, c. 610-545 BC, lion’s head with protuberance on nose, rev., two punch 
marks, 4.68g (cf. Weidauer 89), banker’s mark on obverse and tiny one on edge, fine to very fine  £500-600

56   
Lydia, Alyattes to Kroisos, electrum trite, c. 610-545 BC, lion’s head with protuberance on nose, rev., two punch 
marks, 4.73g (cf. Weidauer 89), banker’s mark on obverse and another on edge, fine to very fine £500-600

57   
Lydia, Alyattes to Kroisos, electrum trites (2), c. 610-545 BC, lion’s head with protuberance on nose, rev., two 
punch marks, each 4.67g (cf. Weidauer 89), about fine to very fine       (2) £800-1,200

58   
Rhodes, tetradrachm, c. 230-205 BC, radiate head of Helios facing three-quarters right, rev., Ρ - Ο, rose, with 
magistrate’s name ΑΡΙΣΤΟΚΡΙΤΟΣ above and aplustre in left field, 13.60g (BMC 123), good very fine  £800-1,000

59   
Rhodes, drachm, c. 205-190 BC, facing head of Helios, rev., rose; on left, butterfly; magistrate Ainetor, 2.54g (BMC 153); 
together with Rhodian type drachms (3) probably issued during the Third Macedonian War (171-168 BC) to mercenaries, 
magistrates Ermias, Gorgos (2) and Aristokrates (Ashton 12), very fine or better  (5)  £700-1,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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60   
Lycian dynasts, Tnnemi, c. 470-450 BC, stater, winged griffin seated left, rev., triskeles and Lycian inscription, 8.47g 
(Traité 212; Vismara 96; Rosen 732), test cut, fine to very fine, rare  £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

61   
Lycian dynasts, Tenagure, c. 450-425 BC, stater, winged lion left; Lycian inscription below, rev., triskeles, 8.29g 
(Traité 186; BMC 82), fine to very fine, rare  £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

62   
Lycian dynasts, Kuprlli, c. 450-425 BC, stater, goat standing right, rev., triskeles and Lycian inscription, 8.41g (cf. 
Traité 288, tetrobol), fine to very fine, very rare  £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

63   
Lycian League, hemidrachm, c. 30 BC, laureate head of Apollo right, rev., lyre, 1.86g (Troxell 89; RPC 3305), very 
fine; together with obols of Chios, Cebren and Selge, fine or better  (4)  £100-150

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

64   
Seleucid Empire, Antiochus I (280-261 BC), tetradrachm, Seleucia on the Tigris, diademed head right, rev., 
Apollo seated left on omphalos holding arrow and bow, 16.99g (SC 378.3; SNG Spaer 287), toned, good very fine  
 £400-500

65   
Egypt, Ptolemaic Empire, time of Ptolemy VI-VIII (180-116 BC), gold mnaieion or octadrachm, Alexandria, 
diademed and veiled bust of Arsinoe II right with lotus-sceptre over far shoulder; K behind head, rev., ΑΡΣΙΝΟΗΣ 
ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ, double cornucopia bound with royal diadem, 27.81g (Svoronos 1498-9; SNG Copenhagen 322; Troxell p. 
67, 8), small edge bump at 9 o’clock and a very minor scratch before base of sceptre, otherwise virtually mint state and 
toned  £15,000-20,000

66   
Egypt, Cleopatra VII and Ptolemy XV Caesarion, tetradrachm, year 9 (44-43 BC), 13.36g (Svoronos 1823), 
about very fine; Alexandrian billon tetradrachm of Nero; bronzes of Philip II of Macedon (Alpha Bank 427) and Boeotia, 
Federal coinage (BCD 629h); minor ancients (4) and Venetian 2 soldi for Isole & Armata, fine or better  (9)  £180-220
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67   
Zeugitana, Carthage, gold fifth stater, 350-320 BC, head of Tanit left, rev., horse standing right with head turned 
back, 1.91g (Jenkins & Lewis 120ff.), almost very fine  £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

68   
Zeugitana, Carthage, electrum stater, c. 300 BC, wreathed head of Tanit left, rev., horse standing right, 7.59g 
(Jenkins & Lewis 257-8), edge marks (ex-mount), otherwise very fine £1,200-1,500

Ex Sotheby’s, 1-2 October 1987, lot 784.

69   
Greek silver fractions: comprising  Italy, Bruttium, Croton, diobol, 5th century BC, tripod, rev., Pegasus flying left, 
1.27g (BMC 52ff.); Thrace, Abdera, drachm, c. 350 BC, 2.37g (May 548); together with tetrobol of Amphipolis, hemidrachm 
of Maroneia, trihemiobol of Thasos and fifth tetradrachm of Philip II of Macedon, 2.65g (Le Rider pl. 46, 26), mainly fine 
to very fine   (6)  £350-450

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

70   
Greek silver fractions: hemidrachms of Trikka, Phokis, Thebes, Argos and Sikyon; tetrobols of Histiaia (2); and drachms 
(2) attributed to Eretria in Euboea; with diobol of Magnesia, mainly fine to very fine  (10)  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

71   
Greek silver (4), comprising tetradrachms of Alexander the Great, and Antiochus III; drachm of Chalcis and hemidrachm 
of Argos, fine to very fine  (4)  £350-450

72   
Roman Republic, Q Caecilius Metellus Pius Scipio, denarius, 47-46 BC, head of Africa, rev., Hercules standing, 
3.88g (Crawford 461/1), very fine; Augustus, denarius, Lyon, head right, rev., IMP X, bull butting right, 3.82g (RIC 
167a), partly flat on reverse, very fine  (2)  £200-300
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74   
Antoninus Pius (138-161), aureus, Rome, 148-9, ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P XII, bare head right, drapery 
on far shoulder, rev., COS IIII, Aequitas standing left holding scales and cornucopia, 7.31g (RIC 177b; Calico 1499), minor 
marks, otherwise extremely fine £4,000-5,000

Ex Sotheby’s, 1-2 October 1987, lot 833.

73   
Livilla, wife of Drusus, dupondius struck by Tiberius, 22-23, PIETAS, diademed and veiled bust of Livilla as Pietas 
right, rev., DRVSVS CAESAR TI AVGVSTI F TR POT ITER around large S C, 14.80g (RIC 43; BMC 98; Vagi 477), extremely 
fine with brown Tiber patina, an exceptional example with no traces of tooling, very rare as such  £10,000-15,000 
 
Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt collection, Sotheby’s New York, 21-22 June 1990, lot 670 (as Livia).

75   
Geta (209-211), sestertius, Rome, 211, laureate head right, rev., Fortuna seated left, 25.94g (RIC 168b), edge knock, 
very fine with dark patina  £200-250

76   
Elagabalus (218-222), sestertius, Rome, 218, laureate bust right, rev., Roma seated left, 23.42g (RIC 280; C 129), 
very fine with dark patina  £200-250

77   
Gordian III (238-244), antoninianus, Antioch, c. 239, radiate head right, rev., Aequitas, 4.61g (RIC 177a; Michaux 
443), struck on medallic-sized flan, about extremely fine; denarius, Rome, c. 241, rev., Venus Victrix (RIC 131; Michaux 
274), good extremely fine  (2)  £80-120

78   
Roman silver denarii (5), of Aelius Caesar, rev., Concord, Vespasian, Plautilla, Geta, and Julia Mamaea; antoniniani 
(2) of Otacilia Severa and Maximian; and siliquae (3) of Theodosius I, and Arcadius (2, one clipped), mainly very fine  
(10)  £350-450

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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79   
Constantine II as Caesar, gold medallion of 2 solidi, Thessalonica, 327, CONSTANTINVS NOB C, diademed 
head right, gazing upwards, rev., VOTIS / X /CAES N / SMTS, 8.81g (RIC 166 (Berlin), same dies; C. 278; Gnecchi I, 26, 
22, pl. 8, 8; Depeyrot (1995), p. 154, this piece published), some marks but extremely fine and of the highest rarity, one of 
only two known examples, the other in the Berlin cabinet £50,000-70,000

Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt collection, Sotheby’s New York, 21-22 June 1990, lot 871. Constantine II was the eldest son of Constantine the 
Great and his second wife Fausta, born in 316. Constantine, keen to establish his own dynasty, created him Caesar at the age of one. The 
present medallion marks his tenth anniversary or decennalia in 327 and his portrait gazing to heaven after a style first used by his father 
belies his young age. Medallions were donatives given out by the emperor or perhaps in this instance by the young child himself to high-
ranking individuals. In the year 327 he was made commander of Gaul, replacing his half-brother Crispus who, along with Fausta were 
disgraced and put to death in the previous year in unclear circumstances.

80   
Julian II, the Apostate (361-363), double maiorina, Sirmium, 362-3, diademed, draped and cuirassed bust 
right, rev., SECVRITAS REIPVB, bull standing right; two stars above; in ex., ASIRM flanked by star and palm, 9.00g (RIC 
107), dark green patina, extremely fine  £300-400

81   
Julian II, the Apostate (361-363), double maiorina, Heraclea, 362-3, diademed, draped and cuirassed bust right, 
rev., SECVRITAS REIPVB, bull standing right; two stars above; in ex., HERACL.B, 9.00g (RIC 104), minor field mark on 
reverse, extremely fine, green patina  £250-350

82   
Arcadius (383-408), tremissis, Constantinople, 388-393, diademed, draped and cuirassed bust right, rev., 
VICTORIA AVGVSTORVM, Victory advancing right holding wreath and globus cruciger; in ex., CONOB, 1.47g (RIC 19; 
Depeyrot 50/3), slightly wavy flan, about extremely fine  £250-350

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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83   
Basiliscus (475-476), solidus, Constantinople, D N bASILIS-CUS PP AVG, helmeted bust, facing with spear and 
shield, rev., VICTORI-A AVGGG I, Victory standing left holding long cross; in right field, star; in ex., CONOB, 4.37g (RIC 
1003; Depeyrot 101/1), obverse scratches on face, edge marks, otherwise about extremely fine   £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

84   
Basiliscus (475-476), tremissis, Constantinople, D N bASILIS-CUS PP AVG, diademed, draped and cuirassed bust 
right, rev., VICTORIA AVGVSTORVM, Victory advancing right holding wreath and globus cruciger; in right field, star; in 
ex., CONOB, 1.47g (RIC 1008; Depeyrot 101/2), about extremely fine  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

85   
Anastasius I (491-518), solidus, Constantinople, 507-518, facing bust, rev., Victory standing left holding inverted 
Christogram-topped staff; officina Α; in ex., CONOB, 4.48g (DO 7; S. 5; MIB 7), faint obverse “B” graffiti, extremely fine  
 £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

86   
Anastasius I (491-518), solidus, Constantinople, 507-518, facing bust, rev., Victory standing left holding inverted 
Christogram-topped staff; officina Η; in ex., CONOB, 4.50g (DO 7; S. 5; MIB 7), reverse flan flaw, mint state   £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

87   
Anastasius I (491-518), semissis, Constantinople, 491-492, diademed bust right, rev., Victory seated right, 
inscribing XXXX on shield, on right inverted christogram; in ex., CONOB, 2.23g (DO 8; S. 6; MIB 8), central flaw, otherwise 
very fine  £150-200

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

88   
Justin I (518-527), solidus, Constantinople, 518-522, facing bust, rev., Victory standing left holding inverted 
Christogram-topped staff; officina Ι; in ex., CONOB, 4.46g (DO 1; S. 55; MIB 2), extremely fine   £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

89   
Justin I (518-527), solidus, Constantinople, 522-527, facing bust, rev., angel standing facing holding long cross and 
globus cruciger; officina I; in ex., CONOB, 4.46g (DO 2; S. 56; MIB 3), reverse minor scratch below mintmark, otherwise 
extremely fine     £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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90   
Justinian I (527-565), solidus, Constantinople, 542-565, facing bust holding globus cruciger, rev., angel standing 
facing holding Christogram-topped staff and globus cruciger; officina E; in ex., CONOB, 4.33g (DO 9; S. 140; MIB 7), 
clipped, good very fine  £250-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

91   
Justinian I (527-565), solidus, Constantinople, 542-565, facing bust holding globus cruciger, rev., angel standing 
facing holding Christogram-topped staff and globus cruciger; officina Δ; in ex., CONOB, 4.49g (DO 9; S. 140; MIB 7), tiny 
mark on reverse above angel, extremely fine £350-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

92   
Justinian I (527-565), tremissis, Constantinople, diademed bust right, rev., Victory advancing right holding wreath 
and globus cruciger; in ex., CONOB, 1.43g (DO 19; S. 145; MIB 19), very fine; and Justin II (565-578), tremissis (3), 
Constantinople, diademed bust right, rev., Victory advancing right holding wreath and globus cruciger; in ex., CONOB, 
1.51g, 1.50g, 1.49g (DO 13-14; S. 353; MIB 11a), about extremely fine (4)  £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

93   
Tiberius II Constantine (578-582), solidus, Constantinople, 579-582, facing bust holding globus cruciger and 
shield, rev., cross potent on four steps; officina Ζ; in ex., CONOB, 4,44g (DO 4; S. 422; MIB 4), edge marks, good very fine; 
and Maurice Tiberius (582-602), semissis, Constantinople, diademed bust right, rev., Victory advancing right 
holding wreath and globus cruciger; in ex., CONOB, 2,22g (DO 12a; S. 485; MIB 17a); and Maurice Tiberius, tremissis 
(2), Constantinople, diademed bust right, rev., cross potent; in ex., CONOB, 1.49g, 1.39g (DO 14; S. 488; MIB 20), very 
fine or better (4)  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

94   
Revolt of the Heraclii (608-610), tremissis, Cyprus mint, DN TIbE-RI PP AV (?), diademed bust right, rev., 
VICTORIA AVG Ч, cross potent; in ex., CONOB, 1.30g, (MiB 9; S. 721; BC East II -), very fine and extremely rare 
 £1000-1500 
 
Although struck in the name of Maurice Tiberius who died in 602, this issue is thought to be associated with the revolt of the Heraclii, 
which took place some six years later. Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
95   
Maurice Tiberius, tremisses (2), Constantinople, diademed bust right, rev., cross potent; in ex., CONOB, 1.47g (DO 
14; S. 488; MIB 20), 1.35g (S.488b; MIB 19); and Phocas (602-610), semissis, Constantinople, diademed bust right, 
rev., Victory advancing right holding wreath and globus cruciger; in ex., CONOB, 2,21g (DO 16; S. 631; MIB 25), mainly 
very fine or better (3)  £350-450

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

96   
Phocas (602-610), solidus, Constantinople, 604-607, facing bust holding globus cruciger, rev., angel standing facing 
holding Christogram-topped staff and globus cruciger; officina I; in ex., CONOB, 4.45g (DO 5; S. 618; MIB 7), extremely 
fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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97   
Phocas (602-610), solidus, Constantinople, 607-609, facing bust holding globus cruciger, rev., angel standing 
facing holding Christogram-topped staff and globus cruciger; officina E (?); in ex., CONOB, 4.47g (DO 10; S. 620; MIB 9, 
11), extremely fine   £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

98   
Heraclius (610-641), solidus, Constantinople, standing figures of Heraclius between Heraclius Constantine and 
Heraclonas, rev., cross potent on three steps flanked by monogram and I; officina Γ; in ex., CONOB, 4.46g (DO 36; S. 761; 
MIB 42), reverse graffiti, about extremely fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

99   
Heraclius (610-641), solidus, Constantinople, standing figures of Heraclius between Heraclius Constantine and 
Heraclonas, rev., cross potent on three steps flanked by monogram and A; officina Θ; in ex., CONOB, 4.47g (DO 39; S. 764; 
MIB 45), few reverse flan flaws, good very fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

100   
Heraclius (610-641), solidus, Constantinople, standing figures of Heraclius between Heraclius Constantine and 
Heraclonas, rev., cross potent on three steps, with monogram to left; officina E; in ex., CONOB, 4.48g (DO 43; S. 769; MIB 
50), very fine   £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

101   
Heraclius (610-641), solidus, Constantinople, standing figures of Heraclius between Heraclius Constantine and 
Heraclonas much smaller, uncrowned, above cross, rev., cross potent on three steps, in right field monogram; officina A; 
in ex., CONOB, 4.32g (DO 33; S. 758; MIB 39); and semissis, diademed bust right, rev., cross potent on globe; 2.21g (DO 
51; S. 784; MIB 72); and tremissis, diademed bust right, rev., cross potent; in ex., CONOB, 1.45g (DO 53b; S. 786; MIB 
73a),  mainly very fine (3)  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

102   
Heraclius (610-641), semissis, Constantinople, diademed bust right, rev., cross potent on globe; 2.21g (DO 51; S. 
784; MIB 72), good very fine  £150-200

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

103   
Heraclius (610-641), hexagrams (2), Constantinople, enthroned facing figures, above, cross, rev., cross potent on 
globe and three steps; in right field, K; 6.73g, 6.59g (DO 64; S. 798; MIB 140), very fine (2)   £250-350

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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104   
Constans II (641-668), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust holding globus cruciger, rev., cross potent on three 
steps; officina I; in ex., CONOB, 4,49g (DO 1; S. 938; MIB 3b), about extremely fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

105   
Constans II (641-668), solidus, Constantinople, facing busts of Constans II and Constantine IV, between their heads 
cross, rev., cross potent on three steps; officina Θ; in ex., CONOB, 4,45g (DO 25; S. 959; MIB 26), minor reverse mark, 
otherwise virtually mint state  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

106   
Constans II (641-668), solidus, Constantinople, facing busts of Constans II and Constantine IV, between their heads 
cross, rev., long cross potent on globus between facing standing figures of Heraclius and Tiberius; officina I; in ex., CONOB, 
4,46g (DO 28; S. 962; MIB 29), virtually mint state  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

107   
Constans II (641-668), solidus, Constantinople, facing busts of Constans II and Constantine IV, between their heads 
cross, rev., long cross potent on three steps between facing standing figures of Heraclius and Tiberius; officina A; in ex., 
CONOB, 4.50g (DO 30; S. 964; MIB 31), minor reverse marks, virtually mint state  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

108   
Constans II (641-668), semisses (2), Constantinople, diademed bust right, rev., cross potent on globe; 2.18g, 2.18g 
(DO 44; S. 983; MIB 50), very fine to extremely fine (2)  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

109   
Constantine IV, Pogonatus (668-685), solidus, Constantinople, helmeted bust facing three-quarters right, 
holding spear and shield, rev., long cross potent on three steps between facing standing figures of Heraclius and Tiberius; 
officina H; in ex., CONOB, 4.38g (DO 8; S. 1154; MIB 7a); and tremissis, diademed bust right, rev., cross potent; 1.46g 
(DO 17; S. 1162; MIB 16), good very fine (2)  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

110   
Constantine IV, Pogonatus (668-685), solidus, Constantinople, helmeted bust facing three-quarters right, 
holding spear and shield, rev., cross potent on three steps; officina Δ; in ex., CONOB, 4.46g (DO 12-14; S. 1157; MIB 10), 
minor reverse marks and edge scrape, otherwise about extremely fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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111   
Constantine IV, Pogonatus (668-685), solidus, Constantinople, helmeted bust facing three-quarters right, holding 
spear and shield, rev., cross potent on three steps; officina Γ; in ex., CONOBA, 4.49g (DO 15; S. 1158; MIB 11), extremely 
fine  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

112   
Justinian II, First Reign (685-695), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ with cross behind head, rev., 
standing figure of Justinian holding long cross potent on two steps and akakia; 4.43g (DO 7; S. 1248; MIB 8), uneven flan 
with marks on reverse, otherwise good very fine  £700-1,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

113   
Justinian II, First Reign (685-695), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ with cross behind head, rev., 
standing figure of Justinian holding long cross potent on two steps and akakia; in ex., CONOP, 4.47g (DO 7; S. 1248; MIB 
8), few reverse marks, very fine  £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

114   
Justinian II, First Reign (685-695), semissis, Constantinople, facing bust holding globus cruciger, rev., cross 
potent on globe; 2.13g (DO 9; S. 1251; MIB 11), and tremissis, Constantinople, facing bust holding globus cruciger, rev., 
cross potent; 1.27g (DO 13; S. 1255; MIB 15), first about extremely fine, second good very fine (2)  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

115   
Leontius (695-698), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust holding akakia and globus cruciger, rev., cross potent on 
three steps; officina Z; in ex., CONOB, 4.40g (DO 1; S. 1330; MIB 1), extremely fine  £1,200-1,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

116   
Leontius (695-698), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust holding akakia and globus cruciger, rev., cross potent on 
three steps; officina Z; in ex., CONOB, 4.35g (DO 1; S. 1330; MIB 1), minor edge marks, otherwise extremely fine  
 £1,200-1,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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117   
Leontius (695-698), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust holding akakia and globus cruciger, rev., cross potent on 
three steps; officina Z; in ex., CONOB, 4.43g (DO 1; S. 1330; MIB 1), very fine  £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

118   
Tiberius III (698-705), solidus, Constantinople, bust facing holding spear and shield, rev., cross potent on three 
steps; officina I; in ex., CONOB, 4.45g (DO 1; S. 1360; MIB 1), good extremely fine  £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

119   
Tiberius III (698-705), solidus, Constantinople, bust facing holding spear and shield, rev., cross potent on three 
steps; officina A; in ex., CONOB, 4.51g (DO 1; S. 1360; MIB 1), light reverse marks, good extremely fine  £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

120   
Tiberius III (698-705), solidus, Constantinople, bust facing holding spear and shield, rev., cross potent on three 
steps; officina B; in ex., CONOB, 4.37g (DO 1; S. 1360; MIB 1), reverse marks, about extremely fine  £400-500

121   
Tiberius III (698-705), solidus, Constantinople, bust facing holding spear and shield, rev., cross potent on three 
steps; officina Θ(?); in ex., CONOB, 4.43g (DO 1; S. 1360; MIB 1), partly weak, extremely fine  £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

122   
Tiberius III (698-705), solidus, Constantinople, bust facing holding spear and shield, rev., cross potent on three 
steps; officina Γ; in ex., CONOB, 4.43g (DO 1; S. 1360; MIB 1), about extremely fine  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

123   
Justinian II, Second Reign (705-711), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ with cross behind head, rev., 
bust of Justinian facing holding cross potent on three steps and globus cruciger inscribed PAX; 4.47g (DO 1; S. 1413; MIB 
1), good extremely fine   £2,000-2,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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124   
Justinian II, Second Reign (705-711), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ with cross behind head, rev., 
bust of Justinian facing holding cross potent on three steps and globus cruciger inscribed PAX; 4.47g (DO 1; S. 1413; MIB 
1), good extremely fine  £2,000-2,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

125   
Justinian II, Second Reign (705-711), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ with cross behind head, rev., 
bust of Justinian facing holding cross potent on three steps and globus cruciger inscribed PAX; 4.47g (DO 1; S. 1413; MIB 
1), partly weak, good extremely fine  £1,500-2,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

126   
Justinian II, Second Reign (705-711), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ with cross behind head, rev., 
Justinian II and Tiberius holding between them a long cross potent on two steps; 4.28g (DO 2a; S. 1414; MIB 2a), slightly 
clipped, reverse spade mark, otherwise good extremely fine  £1,500-2,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

127   
Justinian II, Second Reign (705-711), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ with cross behind head, rev., 
Justinian II and Tiberius holding between them a long cross potent on two steps; 4.45g (DO 2b; S. 1415; MIB 2b), obverse 
few marks, otherwise about extremely fine  £1,500-2,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

128   
Justinian II, Second Reign (705-711), tremissis, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ with cross behind head, 
rev., bust of Justinian holding cross potent and globus cruciger; 1.42g (DO 5; S. 1419; MIB 5), very fine  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

129   
Justinian II, Second Reign (705-711), tremissis, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ with cross behind head, 
rev., Justinian II and Tiberius holding between them a long cross potent; 1.45g (DO 6b; S. 1421; MIB 6b), obverse cross 
graffiti, reverse few scratches, otherwise extremely fine  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

130   
Philippicus, Bardanes (711-713), solidus, Constantinople, bust facing holding globus cruciger and eagle tipped 
sceptre, rev., cross potent on three steps; officina Θ; in ex., CONOB, 4.41g (DO 1; S. 1447; MIB 1), faint reverse marks, good 
very fine    £700-1,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

131   
Anastasius II, Artemius (713-715), tremisses (2), Constantinople, bust facing holding globus cruciger and akakia, 
rev., cross potent; in ex., CONOB, 1.44g, 1.44g (DO 5; S. 1467; MIB 7), first one very fine, second one about extremely fine 
(2)  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

132   
Leo III the Isaurian (717-741), solidus, Constantinople, bust facing holding globus cruciger and akakia; rev., facing 
bust of Constantine V holding globus cruciger and akakia 4.45g (DO 7; S. 1504), obverse faint scratch and dent, minor edge 
mark, otherwise extremely fine  £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

133   
Leo III the Isaurian (717-741), solidus, Constantinople, bust facing holding globus cruciger and akakia; rev., facing 
bust of Constantine V holding globus cruciger and akakia 4.42g (DO 7; S. 1504), obverse with scuff marks, otherwise good 
very fine   £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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134   
Leo III the Isaurian (717-741), solidus, Constantinople, bust facing holding globus cruciger and akakia; rev., facing 
bust of Constantine V holding globus cruciger and akakia 4.45g (DO 5; S. 1504), about extremely fine  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

135   
Constantine V, Copronymus (741-775), solidus, Constantinople, facing busts of Constantine V and Leo IV, above 
cross, rev., facing bust of Leo III holding cross potent; 4.47g (DO 1; S. 1551), good very fine  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

136   
Leo IV the Khanzar (775-780), solidus, Constantinople, seated figure of Leo IV and Constantine VI wearing 
chlamys, above cross, rev., facing busts of Leo III and Constantine V wearing loros, pellet between their heads, above cross; 
4.41g (DO 2; S. 1584), about extremely fine  £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

137   
Nicephorus I (802-811), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust holding potent cross and akakia; rev., facing bust of 
Stauracius holding globus cruciger and akakia; 4.42g (DO 2; S. 1604), minor edge mark, otherwise extremely fine  
 £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

138   
Michael II the Amorian (820-829), miliaresion, Constantinople, cross potent on three steps; triple border, rev., 
inscription in five lines, +MIXA / HL S ΘEOFI / LE EC ΘΕU / bASILIS RO / MAION; 2.10g (DO 6; S. 1641), slightly uneven 
flan, otherwise virtually mint state and toned  £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

139   
Miliaresia (5) of Michael II, 1.92g (DO 6; S. 1641); Theophilus, 2.11g (DO 12; S. 1664); Michael III (2) 1.96g (DO 5; 
S. 1690); 2.06g (DO 6; S. 1691); Basil I, 2.68g (DO 7; S. 1708), mainly very fine, third and fifth cracked (5)  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

140   
Theophilus (829-842), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust holding patriarchal cross and akakia; rev., facing busts 
of Michael II and Constantine, pellet between their heads, above cross; 4.37g (DO 3; S. 1653), extremely fine  £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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141   
Basil I the Macedonian (867-886), solidus, Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., facing busts of Basil and 
Constantine holding between them patriarchal cross; 4.48g (DO 2; S. 1704), minor marks otherwise extremely fine  
 £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

142   
Basil I the Macedonian (867-886), miliaresion, Constantinople, cross potent on three steps, beneath globe; triple 
border, rev., inscription in six lines, +bASI / LIOS CE / CONSTAN / TIN’ PISTV / bASILIS / ROMEO’; 2.94g (DO 7; S. 
1708), extremely fine  £120-150

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

143   
Constantine VII, Porphyrogenitus (913-959), solidus, Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., facing 
busts of Romanus I and Christopher, holding between them patriarchal cross; 4.38g (DO 7; S. 1745), extremely fine   
 £800-1,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

144   
Constantine VII, Porphyrogenitus (913-959), solidus, Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., Romanus 
II and Constantine VII, standing facing, each holding globus cruciger and patriarchal cross between them; 4.42g (DO 10; S. 
1749), about extremely fine  £1,500-2,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

145   
Constantine VII, Porphyrogenitus (913-959), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ, rev., facing busts of 
Constantine VII and Romanus II, holding between them patriarchal cross; 4.43g (DO 15; S. 1751), extremely fine   
 £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

146   
Constantine VII, Porphyrogenitus (913-959), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ, rev., facing busts of 
Constantine VII and Romanus II, holding between them patriarchal cross; 4.42g (DO 15; S. 1751), extermely fine  
 £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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147   
Constantine VII, Porphyrogenitus (913-959), solidus, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ, rev., facing busts of 
Constantine VII and Romanus II, holding between them patriarchal cross; 4.45g (DO 15; S. 1751), good very fine  
 £500-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

148   
Miliaresia (2) of Constantine VII, 2.87g (DO 21; S. 1757), about extremely fine; Basil II, 2.53g (DO 17; S. 1810), 
cleaned, scratched, very fine; Constantine X, 2/3 miliaresion, 1.28g (DO 6; S. 1851), about very fine (3)  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

149   
Nicephorus II, Phocas (963-969), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ, rev., facing busts of Virgin 
and Nicephorus, holding between them long patriarchal cross; 4.45g (DO 4; S. 1778), a few minor marks, otherwise about 
extremely fine  £1,000-1,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

150   
John I, Tzimisces (969-976), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ, rev., facing bust of John, Manus 
Dei above, holding long patriarchal cross and crowned by Virgin at right; 4.42g (DO 3; S. 1785), obverse scuffed, otherwise 
extremely fine  £700-900

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

151   
Basil II, Bulgaroktonos (976-1025), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ, rev., facing busts of Basil 
II and Constantine, holding between them long patriarchal cross; 4.39g (DO 2; S. 1796), about extremely fine  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

152   
Basil II, Bulgaroktonos (976-1025), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ, rev., facing busts of Basil 
II and Constantine, holding between them long patriarchal cross ornamented with a bar; 4.37g (DO 2; S. 1796), a few 
marks, good very fine £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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153   
Basil II, Bulgaroktonos (976-1025), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ wearing nimbus 
ornamented with two crescents, rev., facing busts of Basil II and Constantine, holding between them long cross; triple 
border; 4.43g (DO 6; S. 1800), extremely fine  £1,500-2,000

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

154   
Basil II, Bulgaroktonos (976-1025), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ wearing nimbus 
ornamented with two crescents, rev., facing busts of Basil II and Constantine, holding between them long cross; triple 
border; 4.41g (DO 6; S. 1800), extremely fine  £1,200-1,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

155   
Basil II, Bulgaroktonos (976-1025), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ wearing nimbus 
ornamented with two crescents, rev., facing busts of Basil II and Constantine, holding between them long cross; triple 
border; 4.40g (DO 6; S. 1800), extremely fine  £1,200-1,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

156   
Basil II, Bulgaroktonos (976-1025), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ wearing nimbus 
ornamented with two crescents, rev., facing busts of Basil II and Constantine, holding between them long cross; triple 
border; 4.40g (DO 6; S. 1800), extremely fine  £1,000-1,500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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157   
Constantine VIII (1025-1028), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ wearing nimbus ornamented 
with two crescents, rev., facing bust of Constantine VIII, holding labarum and akakia; triple border; 4.37g (DO 1; S. 1815), 
faint reverse graffiti, good very fine  £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

158   
Romanus III, Argyrus (1028-1034), histamenon, Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., Romanus facing 
standing, holding globus cruciger and crowned by Virgin standing at right, wearing nimbus; double border; 4.40g (DO 1b; 
S. 1819), obverse minor double striking, otherwise extremely fine  £400-600

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

159   
Romanus III, Argyrus (1028-1034), histamenon, Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., Romanus facing 
standing, holding globus cruciger and crowned by Virgin standing at right, wearing nimbus; double border; 4.42g (DO 1b; 
S. 1819), edge mark, about extremely fine  £300-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

160   
Michael IV the Paphlagonian (1034-1041), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ wearing nimbus, 
rev., facing bust of Michael IV, Manus Dei above, holding labarum and globus cruciger; triple border; 4.36g (DO 1; S. 1824), 
scratched on both sides, otherwise about extremely fine  £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

161   
Constantine IX, Monomachus (1042-1055), histamenon, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ, rev., facing bust 
of Constantine IX holding long cross and globus cruciger; triple border; 4.39g (DO 3; S. 1830), extremely fine   £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

162   
Constantine IX, Monomachus (1042-1055), tetarteron, Constantinople, facing bust of Christ wearing nimbus, 
rev., facing bust of Constantine IX wearing jewels around neck, holding labarum and globus cruciger; 4.00g (DO 6; S. 
1833), edge mark, minor obverse scratch otherwise good very fine  £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

163   
Isaac I, Comnenus (1057-1059), histamenon, Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., Isaac standing facing, 
holding sword and sheath; double boarder; 4.43g (DO 2; S. 1843), minor edge mark, about extremely fine  £600-800

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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164   
Constantine X, Ducas (1059-1067), histamenon, Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., Constantine 
standing facing, holding labarum and globus cruciger; double boarder; 4.42g (DO 1; S. 1847), minor edge mark, about 
extremely fine  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

165   
Constantine X, Ducas (1059-1067), 2/3 miliaresion, Constantinople, Virgin orans facing, rev., inscription in five 
lines, +ΘΚΕ RO / HΘEI KⲰN / CTANTINⲰ / ΔΕCΠΟTΗ / ΤⲰ ΔȣΚΑ; 1.66g (DO 6; S. 1851), very fine  £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

166   
Michael VII, Ducas (1071-1078), histamenon, Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., facing bust of Michael 
holding labarum and globus cruciger; double border; 4.37g (DO 1; S. 1869), extremely fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

167   
Michael VII, Ducas (1071-1078), histamena (3), Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., facing bust of 
Michael holding labarum and globus cruciger; double border; 4.48g, 4.41g, 4.40g (DO 1; S. 1869), very fine or better (3)  
 £500-700

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

168   
Michael VII, Ducas (1071-1078), miliaresion, Constantinople, Virgin orans facing, rev., Michael standing facing, 
holding long cross and sword; double border; 2.59g (DO 7; S. 1873), reverse weak, very fine  £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

169   
Electrum histamena of Nicephorus III (2), 3.79g (DO 3; S. 1881); 4.26g (DO 3; S. 1881); Alexius I, Comnenus (2) 
pre-reform coinage, 4.36g (DO 2b; S. 1893); 4.25g (DO 2b; S. 1893), cracked flans, fine to very fine (4)  £300-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

170   
Alexius I, Comnenus (1081-1118), tetarteron, Thessalonica, pre-reform coinage, facing bust of Virgin orans, on her 
breast, nimbate head of the infant Christ facing, rev., facing bust of Alexius holding jewelled sceptre and globus cruciger; 
3.07g (DO 8.4; S. 1906), dark patina, very fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

171   
Electrum aspra trachea (3) of John II, Comnenus (2), 2.30g (DO 8d; S. 1942); 4.44g (DO 8d; S. 1942); Manuel I, 
Comnenus, 1.91g (DO 3; S. 1958), second with an obverse graffiti, very fine or better (3)  £300-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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172   
John II, Comnenus (1118-1143), hyperpyron, Thessalonica, Christ enthroned facing wearing nimbus, rev., John 
standing facing, holding labarum and akakia, being crowned by Virgin standing at right, wearing nimbus; 4.55g (DO 5; S. 
1948), extremely fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

173   
John II, Comnenus (1118-1143), hyperpyron, Thessalonica, Christ enthroned facing wearing nimbus, rev., John 
standing facing, holding labarum and akakia, being crowned by Virgin standing at right, wearing nimbus; 4.28g (DO 5; S. 
1948), about extremely fine  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

174   
Manuel I, Comnenus (1143-1180), electrum aspron trachy, Constantinople, Christ enthroned facing, rev., 
Manuel standing facing, holding labarum and globus cruciger, being crowned by Virgin standing at right; 4.12g (DO 6; S. 
1961), two flan cracks, very fine or better  £150-200

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

175   
Manuel I, Comnenus, electrum aspron trachy, Constantinople, 4.30g (DO 4d; S. 1959); Theodore I, Comnenus-
Lascaris, silver trachy, Magnesia, 3.08g (DO 2; S. 2064), good very fine (2)  £250-350

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

176   
Manuel I, Comnenus, billon aspron trachy, 3.26g (DO 11; S. 1963), about very fine; Alexius III, Angelus-
Comnenus, electrum aspron trachy, 4.93g (DO 2; S. 2010), reverse minor graffiti, about extremely fine (2)  
 £200-300

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

177   
Theodore I, Comnenus-Lascaris (1208-1222), silver trachy, Magnesia, Christ enthroned facing, rev., Theodore 
and St. Theodore standing facing, each holding sword and star-topped staff between them; 3.78g (DO 2; S. 2064), small 
flan crack, otherwise extremely fine   £250-350

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

178   
Michael VIII, Palaeologus (1261-1282), hyperpyron, Constantinople, bust of the Virgin orans within city walls 
with six groups of towers, rev., Michael kneeling, being presented by Archangel Michael to Christ seated facing, holding 
scroll, Ξ between them; 4.06g (S. 2242; PCPC p. 5, 17), extremely fine   £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.
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179   
Hyperpyra (4) of Michael VIII, Palaeologus (2), 4.26g (DO var. 7; S. 2242); 4.17g (S. 2242); Andronicus II and 
Michael IX (2), 4.19g (S. 2396; PCPC p. 35, 190 var.); 3.83g (S. 2396; PCPC p. 34, 158 var.), fine to very fine (4)  
 £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

180   
Hyperpyra (4) of Michael VIII, Palaeologus (2), 4.08g (S. 2242); 4.17g (DO var. 7-9; S. 2242); Andronicus II and 
Michael IX (2), 4.08g (S. 2396; PCPC p. 35, 195 var.); 2.90g (S. 2396), fine to very fine (4)  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

181   
Hyperpyra (4) of Michael VIII, Palaeologus (2), 4.23g (S. 2243); 4.16g (DO var. 4; S. 2243); Andronicus II and 
Michael IX (2), 3.91g (S. 2396); 4.10g (S. 2396), fine to very fine (4)  £400-500

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

182   
Hyperpyra (3) of Michael VIII, Palaeologus, 4.24g (PCPC p.18 54 var.; S. 2242); Andronicus II and Michael IX 
(2) 3.91g (DO 262-266 var.; S. 2396; PCPC p. 35, 186 var.); 3.87g (S. 2396; PCPC p. 35, 180 var.), fine to very fine (3)  
 £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

183   
Andronicus II, Palaeologus (1282-1328), hyperpyron, Constantinople, bust of the Virgin orans within city walls 
with six groups of towers, sigla, B/⁘, ꟼ/X /⁘, rev., Michael kneeling before Christ; 4.13g (S. 2326), cracked flan, very fine  
 £150-200

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

184   
Hyperpyra (3) of Andronicus II and Michael IX (3), 3.05g (DO 404-411 var.; S. 2396; PCPC p. 35, 191 var.); 4.04g 
(DO 251-252 var.; S. 2396; PCPC p. 33, 32 var.); 3.75g (DO 357-365 var.; S. 2396; PCPC p. 35, 188 var.), fine to very fine 
(3)  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

185   
Hyperpyra (4) of Andronicus II and Michael IX (3), Constantinople, bust of the Virgin within city walls with four 
groups of towers; 4.25g (S. 2396; PCPC p. 34, 142); 4.42g (DO 238-451 var.; S. 2396; PCPC p. 34, 145 var.); 3.92g (S. 2396; 
PCPC p. 34, 158 var.); Andronicus II and Andronicus III, 4.67g (DO 500 var.; S. 2461; PCPC p. 41, 10 var.), fine to very 
fine (4)  £300-400

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

186   
Andronicus II and Michael IX (1295-1320), basilica (3), Constantinople, 2.06g (DO 537; S. 2402); 2.05g (DO 
509-512; S. 2402); 2.24g (DO 527; S. 2402); Empire of Trebizond, Manuel I, Comnenus, asper, 2.87g (S. 2601), 
very fine (4)  £350-450

Ex European Ambassador Collection, formed in the 1950s and 1960s.

187   
Byzantine lead seals (5), comprising: imperial seal of  Tiberius II Constantine with consular bust, rev., cross potent; and 
provincial lead seals (4) depicting St Nicholas, St Michael, St John and St Basil; mainly very fine (5)  £300-400

end of first session
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188   
Charles II, five-guineas, 1682, second bust, plain below, lettered edge reads TRICESIMO QVARTO (S. 3331), well worn 
overall, 82 of date weak but devices and legends otherwise clear, about fine  £3,500-4,500

Tuesday 6 December 2022 
 

Starting at 2.00 pm
 

BRITISH GOLD COINS

189   
Charles II, two-guineas, 1664, first bust, elephant below (S. 3334), good fine to very fine  £3,000-4,000

190   
Charles II, guinea, 1678, fourth bust (S. 3344), minor test mark, good fine to very fine  £1,400-1,600

191   
Charles II, half-guinea, plain below second bust, 1684 (S. 3348), probably an excavated piece with rather marked and 
grainy surfaces, devices fine to very fine  £400-600
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193   
James II, two-guineas, 1687 (S. 3399), good very fine  £5,000-7,000

192   
James II, five-guineas, 1687, first bust left, elephant and castle below, lettered edge reads TERTIO (S. 3398), good fine  
 £6,000-7,000

194   
James II, guinea, 1685 (S. 3400), surface scratches and marks and has possibly been ring-mounted, reverse struck from 
a severely flawed die and weak at base of French shield, portrait very fine  £800-1,200

195   
James II, guinea, 1685, first bust left, elephant and castle below (S. 3401), surface scuffs, good fine  £1,200-1,500

196   
James II, half-guinea, 1687 (S. 3404), good fine, with orange tone  £700-1,000

194 195
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197   
William & Mary, five-guineas, 1691, conjoined busts right, elephant and castle below, lettered edge reads TERTIO (S. 
3423), rim bruise below shield and with old surface scuffs, fine to good fine  £6,000-8,000

198   
William & Mary, two-guineas, 1694, 4 of date over 3 (S. 3424), edge bruise, fine and clear  £1,500-2,000

199   
William & Mary, guinea, 1689, early harp (S. 3426), lightly worn but with small test-mark and surface knocks both at 
Mary’s portrait and at M of MAG on reverse, otherwise very fine  £1,000-1,500

200   
William & Mary, half-guinea, 1694 (S. 3430), about fine  £400-600



202   
William III, two-guineas, 1701, ‘Fine Work’ type (S. 3457), knock behind King’s head, good fine  £2,000-2,500

203   
William III, guinea, 1701, second bust, plain below, rev., narrow crowns, with plain sceptres in angles (S. 3463), fine to 
good fine  £1,000-1,500

204   
William III, half-guinea, 1695 (S. 3466), good fine  £500-700

201   
William III, five-guineas, 1701, ‘Fine Work’ type, reverse with plain sceptres (S. 3456), has been mounted and carefully 
repaired (notably at top of obverse and at corresponding crown on reverse), otherwise very fine  £3,500-4,500

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.
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205   
Anne, five-guineas, 1709, Post-Union type, lettered edge reads OCTAVO (S. 3567), with an old edge graze and a few light 
surface marks, good fine to very fine  £7,000-9,000

206   
Anne, two-guineas, 1709 (S. 3569), test mark on rim before bust, very fine to good very fine and toned  £3,000-4,000

207   
Anne, guinea, 1714, bars of all A’s in obverse legend weak (S. 3574), die flaws and surface scratched below bust, good 
fine  £600-800

208   
Anne, half-guinea, 1713 (S. 3575), good very fine, retaining some original mint bloom  £800-1,200



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

209   
George I, five-guineas, 1720, bust right, lettered edge reads SEXTO (S. 3626), light marks and with usual die flaw in 
obverse field, very fine  £14,000-16,000 

210   
George I, two-guineas, 1720/17 (S. 3627), on a rather uneven flan, good very fine  £3,000-4,000

211   
George I, guinea, 1715, third head right (S. 3630), sometime cleaned and with a small edge bruise, fine to good fine  
 £500-700

212   
George I, half-guinea, 1718 (S. 3635), old scrapes and scratches, otherwise about fine  £250-300

213   
George I, quarter-guinea, 1718 (S. 3638), has been bent (probably into ‘S’ shape), straightened and cleaned, devices good 
fine  £150-200



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

217   
George II, old head, half-guinea, 1759 (S. 3685), considerable scuffs and old scratches, fine  £200-250

218   
George III, guinea, 1774, fourth head, spademarked (?) in English shield and scuffed at the King’s neck, otherwise good 
very fine to extremely fine  £600-800

219   
George III, guinea, 1793, fifth bust, ‘spade’ type (S. 3728), minor scuffs, good very fine  £800-1,000

214   
George II, young head, five-guineas, 1741, lettered edge reads DECIMO QVARTO (S. 3663A), has probably been brooch-
mounted and later skilfully repaired, surfaces have been cleaned but the edge still showing some discolouration, with 
faults but otherwise better than very fine  £4,000-6,000

215   
George II, intermediate head, two-guineas, 1739 (S. 3668), very fine  £1,200-1,500

216   
George II, old head, guinea, 1758 (S. 3680), has been bent and repaired, about fine  £350-450



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

220   
George III, half-guinea, 1784 (S. 3734), fine and clear  £300-350

221   
George III, half-guinea, 1793 (S. 3735), gilt and has probably been ring-mounted, good very fine  £300-400

222   
George III, quarter-guinea, 1762 (S. 3741), very fine and toned  £400-500

223   
George III, half-guinea, 1804 (S. 3737), good very fine  £300-400

224   
George III, third-guinea, 1802 (S. 3736), good fine  £200-250

225   
George III, ‘Military’ guinea, 1813 (S. 3730), surface lightly scratched in field below TIA of GRATIA (as a test-mark?), 
otherwise good extremely fine  £3,000-4,000

226   
George III, ‘Military’ guinea, 1813 (S. 3730), light traces of mounting and with a few marks, very fine or better  
 £800-1,200

227   
George III, sovereign, 1817 (S.3785), heavy traces of mounting and has been gilt, about fine and half-sovereign, 1817 (S. 
3786), very good  (2)  £500-600



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g231   
George IV, proof or pattern two-pounds, 1825, bare head left, by William Wyon after Chantrey, rev., crowned shield on 
an ermine mantle, by J.B. Merlen, edge plain and with raised rims, 15.97g  (S. 3799), a few tiny surface marks on obverse, 
almost as struck and fields brilliant, rare  £20,000-25,000

g230   
George IV, half-sovereign, 1824 (S. 3803), about fine  £200-300

g228   
George IV, two-pounds, 1823, lettered edge reads IV (S. 3798), cleaned with jeweller’s rouge. possibly removed from a 
ring-mount and with a fault below horse’s front hoof, light contact marks but with little wear, good very fine  
 £1,000-1,500

g229   
George IV, sovereign, 1824 (S. 3800), rim bruise, otherwise fine  £400-600



g236   
Victoria, young head, sovereign, 1838 (S. 3852), good fine  £1,200-1,500

g237   
Victoria, young head, sovereigns (4), 1862, 1868 [die no. 31], 1871 St George, 1876 and half-sovereign, 1885, fine to very 
fine, 1876 extremely fine  (5)  £1,300-1,600

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g232   
George IV, sovereign, 1825, bare head left, rev., shield (S. 3801), fine  £400-500

g233   
George IV, half-sovereign, 1827, bare head type, with tuft of hair beside ear (S. 3804A), about fine  £200-300

g234   
William IV, sovereign, 1832 (S. 3829B), good fine  £450-550

g235   
William IV, half-sovereign, 1834, small module type (S. 3830), very fine  £700-1,000

g238   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds, light scuffs and marks from handling, good extremely fine  £1,800-2,200

g239   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds, good extremely fine, with some original lustre  £650-750

232 233
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240   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, proof set of 11 coins, comprising gold five-pounds (signed B.P.), two-pounds (signed B.P.), 
sovereign and half-sovereign, silver crown, double-florin (Arabic 1), halfcrown, florin, shilling, sixpence and threepence (S. 
PS5), gold with some surface marks from past handling, good extremely fine, silver virtually as struck and with deep, 
uniform toning, individually graded in NGC holders (see below for full details), with unofficial display case  (11)  
 £28,000-32,000

Five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign:  PF 62 Ultra Cameo; florin, sixpence, threepence: PF 64 Cameo;  
Crown, double-florin: PF 62 Cameo; Halfcrown: PF 63 Cameo; Shilling: PF 63 

 
g241   
Victoria, Jubilee head, sovereigns (4), 1887 (S. 3866), 1889, 1891M, 1892, and half-sovereign, 1887 high shield, about 
very fine and better, the last prooflike; with old head, sovereigns (2), 1893, 1899 and half-sovereign, 1893, very fine to 
extremely fine  (8)  £2,200-2,400



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g242   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, extremely fine  £2,500-3,000

g243   
Victoria, old head, two-pounds, 1893, good very fine  £700-900

244   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, ‘short’ matt proof set of 11 coins, comprising gold sovereign and half-sovereign, silver 
crown to maundy penny, virtually as struck, silver lightly grey-toned, in Royal Mint fitted case of issue  (11)  
 £1,500-2,000

g245   
Edward VII, sovereigns (2), 1907 M, good extremely fine, 1909, very fine; George V, sovereigns (2), 1925, 1925 SA and 
half-sovereigns (2), 1911, 1926 SA, extremely fine to mint state  (6)  £1,400-1,600



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

g246   
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof set of four gold coins, comprising five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-
sovereign, virtually as struck, an excellent set, in individual NGC holders graded as listed below, with original Royal Mint 
fitted case of issue  (4)  £12,000-15,000

Five-pounds: PF 63ê; two-pounds: PF 63+; sovereign: PF 64+ê; half-sovereign: PF 66ê

g247   
Elizabeth II, proof set of four gold coins, 2008, comprising five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign, mint 
state, in capsules and Royal Mint fitted case of issue, with certificate  (4)  £2,400-2,600

248   
Elizabeth II, ‘Emblems of Britain’ proof set of 7 coins, 2008, all struck in gold, comprising 1 pound, 50p, 20p, 10p, 
5p, 2p and 1p, all of definitive types, total wt. 84.76g, 22 ct. fine (S. (S. PGEBCS-2008), mint state, in sealed perspex holder 
as issued, with simulated oak display case, certificate and information booklet  (7)  £3,000-3,500

g249   
(Tristan da Cunha), Elizabeth II, 250th Anniversary of the Birth of Horatio Nelson, 2008, series of 6 gold 
coins struck to proof quality by London Mint Office, comprising five-guineas, two-guineas, guinea, half-guinea, third-guinea 
and quarter-guinea, individually numbered 26/50, 063/499, 001/499, 083/499, 035/499 and 020/499 respectively, total 
wt. 77.0g, 22 ct. fine, mint state  (6)  £2,500-3,000



255   
George IV, crown, 1821, laureate bust left, rev., St George, lettered edge reads secundo., normal wwp below broken lance 
shaft (S. 3805), extremely fine  £500-700
All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

250   
Harold II (January-October 1066), Pax penny, Winchester mint, moneyer Leofwold, 1.37g (N. 836; S. 1186), slightly 
buckled, good very fine and toned, with a strong portrait  £3,000-3,500

251   
Henry VII, groat, Profile Issue, m.m. pheon both sides, 2.95g (N. 1747; S. 2258), weak portait, good fine  £100-150

Formerly ex Dr E. Burstal Collection and ex Glendining auction, 18 July 1940.

252   
George III, ‘Cartwheel’ penny, 1797, 10 leaves in laurel wreath (B.M.C. 1132; S. 3777), extremely fine, with some original 
mint lustre  £180-220

253   
George III, early Soho pattern halfpenny, 1799, in bronzed copper (B.M.C. 1234), surface scuffs, extremely fine  
 £150-200

254   
George III, shilling, 1816, extremely fine, toned; Victoria, young head, penny, 1855 plain trident and farthing ,1843, 
about extremely fine or better, farthing with some lustre; Jubilee, 1887, crown, good extremely fine, well toned; later 
pennies (2), 1901, 1936, both mint state and Guernsey, a group of 7 coins comprising 8 doubles and 4 doubles, both 1889, 
2 doubles (2), both 1899 and doubles (3), 1889, 1902 (2), extremely fine, all with lustre  (13)  £200-300

251 252

BRITISH SILVER, COPPER AND BRONZE COINS
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256   
Victoria, proof ‘Gothic’ crown, 1847, lettered edge reads undecimo (E.S.C. 288; S. 3883), virtually mint state, with a few 
hairlines and old surface scuffs in mirror-like obverse field, frosted bust and devices featuring even, light toning overall 
turning to gunmetal blue in the legends   £8,000-12,000

257   
Victoria, young head, halfcrown, 1878 (S. 3889), very light bagmarks, choice mint state and well struck  £300-400

258   
Victoria, young head, sixpences (2), 1886, 1887 (E.S.C. xxx, xxx; S. 3912 (2)), mint state, the first lightly toned  (2)  
 £120-150

259   
Victoria, Jubilee head, halfcrown, 1887, good very fine, crown, 1889, about fine; later crowns (3), 1935 (2), 1937, extremely 
fine  (5)  £50-70

260   
Victoria, Jubilee head, crown, 1888, narrow date (S. 3921), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS 63+, rare thus  
 £800-1,200



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

261   
Victoria, three Silvered Electrotypes of reverse designs for United Kingdom coins, circa 1891, attributed to 
John Macallan Swan, R.A.; each uniface and evidently displayed in the past from wire mounts fixed with plaster to the blank 
reverses, generally in very fine condition and comprising:

Ten Shillings, depicting a galleon under sail (broadly resembling the standard type of the gold noble), with legend one 
half of a pound / ten shillings, 94mm;

Crown, dated 1891 and depicting St Michael spearing the Dragon (broadly resembling the standard type of the gold angel), 
legend ONE CROWN / ANNO D: 1891, with crown stops, DIEU ET MON DROIT on riband above, 80mm approx.;

Halfcrown, depicting the blindfolded figure of Justice enthroned, holding sword and scales, lion and unicorn supporters 
at sides facing outwards, (apparently inspired by the standard type of the medieval gold sovereign), legend HALF A CROWN 
/ ONE EIGHTH OF A POUND, with six-pointed star stops DIEU ET MON DROIT on ribandbehind throne, 80mm approx.  
(3) £500-1,000

Provenance: From the studio of the artist, sculptor and medallist John Macallan Swan, R.A. (1846-1910) and  thence by descent. Although 
unsigned, these interesting, quite fanciful designs are felt to reflect Swan’s naturalistic style; they are attributed on this basis to the artist 
himself. Both J.M. Swan and his daughter Mary Alice Swan are recorded as medallists by Forrer, who notes a portrait medal which was 
exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1900 (B.D.M. V, p. 717).
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262   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof crown, obverse has been light rubbed, otherwise virtually as struck  
 £150-200

263   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, crown, probably a slightly impaired proof, good very fine  £100-150

266   
George V, ‘wreath’ crown, 1933 (S. 4036), a few surface marks, extremely fine  £250-350

264   
George V, wreath crown, 1930 (E.S.C. 370; S. 4036), good extremely fine, lightly toned  £400-600

265   
George V, wreath crown, 1932 (E.S.C. 372; S. 4036), very fine  £250-350

267   
George V, wreath crown, 1934 (E.S.C. 374; S. 4036), minimal traces of handling, virtually as struck and pleasantly toned 
with much original underlying mint brilliance, an excellent example of the ‘key date’ wreath crown [only 932 examples 
struck]  £3,000-4,000

262 263
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269   
George V, Silver Jubilee, 1935, proof crown, in sterling silver, rev., modernistic St George and the Dragon, by Percy 
Metcalfe, variety with raised edge lettering erroneously reading decus / anno regni / et tutamen. / xxv. (E.S.C. 380; Bull 
3657; S. 4050), mint state, lightly toned, very rare  £3,000-4,000

270   
George V, wreath crown, 1936 (E.S.C. 381; S. 4036), about extremely fine, rare [2473 examples struck]  £400-600

271   
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof set of 15 coins, comprising silver crown to bronze farthing, including maundy set, 
virtually as struck, in Royal Mint fitted case of issue  (15)  £250-300

272   
George VI, Festival of Britain, 1951, proof set of 10 coins, comprising cupro-nickel crown to bronze farthing, mint 
state but with some discolouration caused by decay of the case insert, in Royal Mint card case of issue  (10)  £80-120

273   
Elizabeth II, 40th Anniversary Coronation Collection, 1993, set of 18 crown-size proof silver coins issued by the 
UK and members of the Commonwealth, mint state and in capsules contained within original case of issue with associated 
literature  £200-250

274   
Ireland, Henry VIII, Posthumous Coinage (1547-c.1550), sixpence, Dublin, Fourth small facing bust of late Tower style, 
2.16g (S. 6488), upper edge chipped, very fine and toned with a strong portrait  £150-200

Formerly ex Dr E. Burstal Collection.

268   
George V, Silver Jubilee, 1935, proof crown, in sterling silver, rev., modernistic St George and the Dragon, by Percy 
Metcalfe, raised edge lettering reading decus / et tutamen. / anno regni / xxv. (E.S.C. 378; Bull 3655; S. 4050), tone spots 
and haze in places, virtually as struck, with much original brilliance  £800-1,200



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

275   
Brazil, Pedro II (1831-89), 6,400 reis, 1833, Rio mint, young boy’s head portrait right, rev., crowned arms within 
wreath, 14.33g (F. 115), minor edge bruise, virtually mint state and attractively toned £2,000-3,000

WORLD GOLD COINS

g276   
Brazil, Pedro II, 20,000 reis, 1852, younger bearded bust left, 17.89g (F. 121), small edge bruise and light bagmarks, 
good extremely fine  £1,500-2,000

g277   
Brazil, Republic, 10,000 reis, 1907 (KM 496), also with a small edge bruise and light surface marks, almost as struck 
and with much original brilliance, rare [878 examples struck]  £800-1,000

278   
Canada, Confederation Centenary, 1967, prooflike set of 7 coins, comprising gold 20 dollars, silver dollar, 50 cents, 
25 cents, 10 cents, nickel 5 cents and bronze cent, mint state, silver toned, in gold-blocked black fitted case of issue  (7)  
 £500-700

279   
India, Kadambas of Goa, Sivachitta Permadideva (c. 1147-87), gold pagoda, lion standing left; cyclical date 
unclear, rev., five-line Devanagari inscription, 4.37g (cf. Mitchiner (1998), 238; Mitchiner (1979) 654-6), very fine  
 £400-600

280   
India, Madras Presidency, star pagoda (circa 1740-1807) (Pr. 9), very fine  £200-250
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281   
India, Hyderabad, Nasir al-Daula (AH 1244-73; AD 1829-57), mohur, 1273h, year 18, 11.24g (KM C.84), extremely 
fine  £600-800

282   
India, Hyderabad, Afzal al-Daula (AH 1273-85; AD 1857-69), mohur, 1279h, year 6, 11.16g (KM Y.11), good very 
fine  £600-800

283   
India, Hyderabad, Afzal al-Daula (AH 1273-85; AD 1857-69), mohur, 1281h, year 8, 11.14g (KM Y.11), single test 
mark on reverse, otherwise extremely fine  £600-800

284   
India, Hyderabad, Afzal al-Daula (AH 1273-85; AD 1857-69), half mohur, 1279h, 5.56g (cf. KM C.96), unlisted 
year, toned, about extremely fine  £600-800

285   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), ashrafi, 1294h, year 10, 11.08g (KM 
Y.22), single test mark on obverse, otherwise extremely fine  £600-800

286   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), ashrafi, 1312h, year 28, 11.17g (KM 
Y.22), single test mark on obverse, extremely fine or better  £600-800

287   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), ashrafi, 1318h, year 35, 11.17g (KM 
Y.22), single test mark on obverse, extremely fine or better  £600-800

288   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), half ashrafi, 1301h, year 17, 5.59g (KM 
Y.21), single test mark on obverse, otherwise virtually as struck  £400-500

289   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), half ashrafis (2), 1301h, year 17, 5.57g, 
5.60g (KM Y.21), each with single test mark on obverse, otherwise virtually as struck, from the same dies, as well as the 
dies of the previous lot  (2)  £700-1,000

290   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), half ashrafi, 1303h, year off flan, 5.48g 
(cf. KM Y.21), single test mark on obverse, otherwise virtually as struck, unlisted year  £500-700

281 282 283

284
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291   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), eighth ashrafis (3), all 1301h, 1.38g, 
1.37g, 1.43g (KM Y.19), mint state and from the same dies  (3)  £700-1,000

292   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), milled coinage, ashrafi, 1311h, year 27, 
11.16g (KM Y.33), toned, good very fine and rare  £2,500-3,000

293   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), milled coinage, ashrafi, 1311h, year 27, 
11.23g (KM Y.33), toned, good very fine and rare  £2,500-3,000

294   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), ashrafi, 1329h, year 44, 11.12g (KM 
Y.44.2), a few faint marks in obverse field, good extremely fine  £1,000-1,500

295   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Usman Ali Khan (AH 1329-67; AD 1911-48), ashrafi, 1337h, year 8, 11.25g (KM Y.57a), a 
few faint marks in obverse field, good extremely fine  £1,000-1,500
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296   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Usman Ali Khan (AH 1329-67; AD 1911-48), ashrafi, 1349h, year 20, 11.19g (KM Y.57a), a 
few faint marks in obverse field, good extremely fine  £1,000-1,500

297   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Usman Ali Khan (AH 1329-67; AD 1911-48), half ashrafi, 1337h, year 8, 5.59g (KM Y.56.2), 
some field marks and traces of mount at edge, good very fine £400-500

298   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Usman Ali Khan (AH 1329-67; AD 1911-48), half ashrafi, 1345h, year 16, 5.61g (KM Y.56.2), 
has been in a ring mount, some marks, otherwise about extremely fine  £400-500

299   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Usman Ali Khan (AH 1329-67; AD 1911-48), quarter ashrafis (3),  1337h, year 8, 2.78g, 
1343h, year 14, 2.80g, and 1345h, year 16, 2.79g (KM Y.55), extremely fine, the 1343 and 1345 dates not listed  (3)  
 £800-1,000

300   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan (AH 1285-1329; AD 1869-1911), eighth ashrafi, 1329h, year 44, 1.42g 
(KM Y.41.2), extremely fine and rare  £700-1,000

298297
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301   
India, Hyderabad, Mir Usman Ali Khan (AH 1329-67; AD 1911-48), eighth ashrafis (2), 1337h, year 8, 1.41g, and 
1343h, year 14, 1.40g (KM Y.54.2), extremely fine  (2)  £400-600

302   
India, East India Company, Victoria, mohur, 1841, divided legend type (1850-60), 11.68g (Pridmore 22; S & W 3.7), 
minor field marks, otherwise about extremely fine   £3,000-4,000

303   
India, East India Company, Victoria, mohur, 1841, total wt., 13.49g (Pridmore 22), scroll mounted and with ring for 
suspension, has been gilt, some marks, otherwise about very fine  £600-800

304   
India, Madras, gold Jaya Luckshmi bullion token, 1914, Lackshmi seated, rev., TRUST IN GOD and 5/22 CT/GOLD/1914 
in wreath, T below, 1.54g, about extremely fine  £120-150

305   
India, Republic, Mahatma Gandhi, gold medal commemorating Indian Independence, 15 August 1947, bust of Gandhi 
facing three-quarters to left, as Father of the Nation, rev., a map of India with Hindi text “Free India” and “15 August 1947”, 
11.67g (for a similar medal in silver see Album auction 29, 14 Sept. 2017, lot 1924, ex Spengler collection), some very faint 
marks, otherwise mint state and rare  £700-900

304
305
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306   
North Korea, Kim Il Sung Memorial, 8 July 1994, proof 2,00o won, National arms, rev., facing bust, edge plain, 
31.12g, .999 fine, a couple of surface stains and with light hairlines, otherwise virtually as struck  £1,200-1,500

307   
North Korea, Kim Il Sung Memorial, 8 July 1994, proof 1,00o won, National arms, rev., facing bust, edge plain, 
15.54g, .999 fine, also with minor stains or tone spots and with light hairlines, otherwise virtually as struck  £600-800

g308   
Romania, Michael I, Second Reign (1940-47), medallic 20 lei, 1944, busts of Michael the Brave, Ferdinand I and 
Mihai I, rev., eagle, arms around (Bruce XM 13), good extremely fine  £200-250

309   
Yugoslavia, 10th Communist Party Congress 1974, gold medal, uniformed bust of Josip Broz Tito three-quarters 
left, rev., figure holding party flag over map of Yugoslavia, 24mm, 8.00g, .900 fine, good extremely fine  £250-300

310   
Austrian Netherlands, Charles VI (1714-40), Châtellenie of Ypres, silver jeton, by Philippe Roettiers, 7.74g (Dugn. 
4883); Maria Theresia, Châtellenie of Courtrai,  silver jeton, by J. Roettiers, 10.44g (de Coster 743),  very fine or 
slightly better  (2)  £120-150

311   
Austrian Netherlands, Maria Theresia (1740-80),  ducatons (2) 1750, 1754, half-ducatons (2), 1750, 1752, quarter-
ducaton 1751, eighth-ducaton, 1753, all Bruges (Delm. 377, 378, 380 (2), 382), very fine or better  (6)  £300-400

308 309

WORLD SILVER, COPPER AND BRONZE COINS

312   
Canada, George V, 5 cents, 1913, choice mint state, with slightly uneven gunmetal blue toning  £150-250
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313   
Canada, George VI, 1 dollar, 1949, Newfoundland commemorative issue, mint state and of near prooflike quality, 
in NGC holder graded MS 65; Elizabeth II, Coronation, 1953, set of 6 coins, obverses all  without shoulder fold, 
comprising silver 1 dollar, 50 cents, 25 cents and 10 cents, chromium and steel 5 cents and bronze 1 cent, mint state, also 
of near prooflike quality, in NGC holders graded MS 64, MS 64+, MS 64, MS 62, MS 66 and MS 66 RB respectively; 
Charlottetown Centenary, 1964, prooflike dollar, mint state, in NGC holder graded PL 65 Cameo; together with 
commemorative coins of Brazil (2), and Mexico, al 1972, two in silver and an unofficial gilt portrait medal of Elizabeth II  
(12)  £400-600

314   
China, Kwang Tung Province, dollar, undated (1890-1908), rev., dragon, with English legend (KM Y203), good 
extremely fine, lightly toned; with Yunnan Province, 50 cents, year 21 [1932] (KM Y 492) and Republic, ‘junk’ dollar, 
year 22 [1933] (KM Y 345), extremely fine or better  (3)  £250-350

315   
China, Lunar Series, proof ‘Year of the Dog’ silver 20 yuan, 1982 (KM 56), mint state, with highly reflective fields, in 
capsule and fitted display case of issue  £200-300

316   
Low Countries, Occupation of Flanders by Louis XIV, quarter-écu de flandre, 1686 ll, half-écu de flandre 1695 
w,  second a réformation struck on an earlier piece dated 1686, good fine to very fine; Siege of Lille 1708, 20 and 10 sols, 
very fine  (4)  £200-300

317   
Low Countries, Counts of Flanders, Kortrijk, kleine denarius, c. 1253-1300, arms, rev., long cross, c-v-r-t in angles 
(Gh. 445); Gwijde van Dampiere (1280-1305), sterling met de adelaar, Aaalst (1290-92), 1.18g (G. 154); Lodewijk 
van Nevers (1322-46) groot met de Leeuw, Ghent (1341-43), 3.94 (g. 202), first weak in places, good fine to very fine  
(3)  £180-220

318   
Low Countries, Philip the Fair (1482-1506), Majority (1492-1506), miscellaneous issues (9), Sixth issue (1492-96, 
halve and kwart groot, double-mijt; Seventh issue (1496-99), dubbel stuiver and stuivers (2); Eighth Issue (1505-06), groot, 
halve and kwart groot, all Bruges (v.G. &H. 103-5, 104-5, 106-5, 11-5, 112-5 (2), 121-5, 122-5, 123-5); Charles V (1506-
55), First issue (1506-10), kwart-groot, Bruges (v.G. & H. 173-5),  generally fine to very fine, some scarce or rare; Siege of 
Oudernarde 1582, uniface tin 2½ stuivers, 1582, 5.27g (Maillet p,.30, 5), probably a later cast, almost very fine  (11)   
 £300-400

319   
India, Assam, Shiva Simha, rupee, Sk 1654, year 19 (KM 91); Pramatta Simha, rupee, Sk 1669 (KM 122); Gaurinatha 
Simha, half rupees (2, KM 204), quarter rupee, Sk 1706 (KM 198) and eighth rupees (KM 196); with imitation gold thirty-
second mohur, 0.41g, fine to very fine; and British small silver (7) including Charles II fourpences, 1680 and 1684, mainly 
cleaned  (14)  £150-200

320   
Korea, Military Training  Command, mun, undated (1857), seed coin, series 10 (KM 457s), very fine; other mun 
(65), mixed lower grades; and assorted 19th century amulets or charms (48), also including a Manchurian Provinces 
Government  Bank brass token, many fine  (114)  £200-300

321   
Korea, Kwang Mu (1897-1907), quarter-yang, year 2, both Japanese-made imitations, very fine and extremely fine and 
5 chon, year 9, very fine; Sunjong (1907-10), half-yang, year 2, good fine, 10 chon, year 2, fine or slightly better, chon 
and half-chon, both year 2, generally very fine  (8)  £140-160

322   
North Korea, miscellaneous commemorative coins (21), mostly cupro-nickel, including many proofs and comprising: 1 
won, 1987 (13- KM 13 (4), 14 (3), 15 (4) and 18 (2)), 5 won, 1987 and 1989 (8- KM 22 (2), 23 (2), 25 (2), 19 (2)); with silver 
proof Olympic commemorative 500 won (2), 1988, 1989 (KM 16, 34), mostly virtually as issued  (23)  £100-200
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323   
Spain, Philip II (1556-98), machine-struck 4 reales, 1597, Segovia mint, OMNIVM legend, 13.31g (Cal. 570), a little  off-
centre and with some surface deposit and discolouration, otherwise good very fine  £400-600

324   
Spanish Netherlands, Albert and Isabella, bronze jetons (15), comprising Bruges, Jubilee Year, 1600, Antwerp, 
Bureau of Finance, 1601, Siege of Ostende, 1603, Antwerp Chamber of Accounts, 1605, Peace Negotiations, 1605, The 
Defeat of the Dutch Fleet under the command of Admiral Willem Hautain, 1606, Justification of Oldenbarneveld, 1608, 
Antwerp Chamber of Accounts, 1608, Fortitude of the United Provinces, 1612, Troubles in Utrecht, 1612, Homage of the 
Bruges mint to Albert and Isabella, 1612, Prosperity of the Spanish Netherlands, 1615 (2), The Wisdom of Albert and 
Isabella, 1618,Return of prisoners, 1620 (Dugn. 3490, 3523, 3558, 3595, 3597, 3611, 3634, 3658, 3674, 3681, 3683, 3716, 
3719,3752, 3766), mostly fine to very fine  (15)  £150-200

325   
Spanish Netherlands, Philip IV (1621-65), half-ducaton, 1661 Bruges, m.m. lis dividing date, Second bust (v.G. & H. 
328-6b; Delm 290 date unlisted in both), flan faults, about very fine and apparently unpublished; Charles II (1665-
1700), patagon, 1672 Bruges obverse legend reads bvrg over brvg (v.G &H. 350-4a; Delm. 343), weak in places, very fine  
(2) £200-300

326   
U.S.A., Colonial North America, New England, Oak Tree threepence, dated 165[2], no IN on obverse, 1.05g / 16.2 
gr. (Noe 28.5; Salmon 6-B), punch-pierced and with some surface deposit, relatively little-worn and with salient details 
generally clear, at least very fine for the issue, rare  £800-1,200

Recently discovered by a detectorist near Ebchester, County Durham and recorded on the U.K. Portable Antiquities Scheme database (ref. 
NCL-7C60CD).  

Ebchester is just a few miles from Bywell, Northumberland where the descendants of early New England settler William Wentworth lived 
from the early 19th Century; cf. Morton and Eden sale 113, lot 1034 et seq.. Offered with provenance research provided by the vendor. 

327   
U.S.A., Morgan dollars (2), both 1879 S, with reverse of 1879, choice mint state, with reflective surfaces, generally light 
bagmarks and a couple of tone spots  (2)  £150-250

328   
U.S.A., Morgan dollars (2), 1879 S, with reverse of 1879, 1881 S, choice mint state, with reflective surfaces, generally light 
bagmarks and a couple of tone spots  (2)  £150-250

329   
U.S.A., Morgan dollar, 1879 S, reverse of 1879, light bagmarks on Liberty’s cheek, mint state, with light, mottled toning 
and Lincoln cent, 1936 S, mint state, with full mint lustre  (2)  £70-100
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330   
U.S.A., Morgan dollar, 1892 CC, mint state and lightly toned, in NGC holder graded MS62  £600-800

331   
U.S.A., Peace dollars (10), 1922, a roll with light bagmarks and slightly variable toning, mint state  (10)  £200-300

332   
Zanzibar, Barghash Ibn Sa’id (1870-88), riyal, AH 1299 (1882), Brussels mint, very fine  £300-400

333   
Miscellaneous Crusader period coins (32), Edessa, Baldwin II, Second Reign (1108-18),  Light coinage (3), 
standing count, rev., cross fleurée with pellets, standing count, rev,. bust of Christ (2) (Malloy 10a, 12, 13); Antioch (16), 
Tancred as Regent (1101-03, 04-12), follles (7), (Malloy 3 (3), 5 (2), 6 (2)); Roger of Salerno, Regent (1112-19), 
folles (3) (Malloy 7, 9, 9), Bohemond II (1126-30), follis (Malloy 10); Bohemond III, Minority (1149-63), deniers 
(3),  Majority (1163-1201),  deniers (2); Tripoli, Raymond II (1137-52) or Raymond III (1152-87),  denier (Malloy 
6ff);  Cyprus (3), James I (1382-98), denier (Malloy 113); James II  (1460-73), sezin  (cf Malloy 165-168); Siege of 
Famagusta 1570,  bezant; Danishmendid, Malik Mohammed (1134-52), fals; together with Byzantine imitation 
folles (3) of anonymous types and contemporary European deniers (5), mixed grades, generally fine  (32)  £500-700

334   
Miscellaneous World Coins (many hundreds), mostly 20th Century collectors’ souvenir editions, including: ‘Coin Sets 
of all Nations’, 104 sets also including a stamp of each country and comprising 616 coins; ‘Great Historic Silver Coins of the 
World’ (20); ‘Treasure Coins of the Silk Road’ (15); silver medals of the Holy Roman Empire, by the Franklin mint (11); and 
Cuba, ‘Pirates of the Caribbean’, enamelled pesos (6), many extremely fine  (lot)  £300-500

335   
Banknotes: Miscellaneous Russian Imperial, German and other banknotes (21), including General Wrangel issue 500 
roubles, 1920 (Pick S434) and Darlehnskassenschein 50 kopecks, Posen, 1916 (2), all circulated  (21)  £40-60

336   
World Banknotes: a varied group of issues (about 250), including unused blocks of Paraguay 5 guaraníes (33 – Pick 
195b) and Lithuania .20 talonas, 1991 (100), these in original wrapper; with Iraq, Central Bank, 5 dinars (2- Pick 49), 
Ghana £1, 1958 (Pick 2a), miscellaneous notes of Greece (24), Mozambique, 1914-1970 (13), South Korea (10), and also 
representative types of Indonesia, Kuwait, Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya, Japan, Maldives, Oman, etc., mixed grades; 
and Indian fiscal documents (5), of Victoria, Edward VII, George V (2) and the State of Nawanagar  (lot)  £300-400
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337   
Elizabeth I, Defeat of the Spanish Armada, 1588, struck silver medal, by G. van Biljaer, seated blindfolded figures 
of the Pope, kings and princes in consultation over a floor of spikes, rev., the Spanish fleet driven onto rocks, 51mm, 45.17g 
(M.I. I/145/111; van Loon 384/1; Eimer 56a), well-worn overall and with a couple of edge bruises,  fine  £500-700

338   
George II, Jubilee of the Peace of Utrecht, 11 April 1738, silver medal, by Nicolaus van Swinderen, figure of Belgium 
before Temple of Janus, a captive soldier at her feet, Fame flying above, rev., seven crowned national shields joined by 
ribands, 55.5mm (M.I. II/525/85; van Loon supp. 127; Eimer 543), metal fault at 5 0’clock on reverse rim apparently 
caused by a flan imperfection, otherwise extremely fine and lightly toned  £500-700

339   
Queen Anne, Capitulation of Towns on the River Meuse, 1702, silver medal, bust left, rev., view of the action, 
37mm (MI 241/26; Eimer 396), cleaned, rev. scratch, very fine; with Dassier bronze medal of Elizabeth I, 40mm (Eimer 
79); Glasgow, Haldane Academy bronze prize medal, 61mm; International Volunteer Competition, silver medal, “Won 
by Scotland 1865”, 38mm; and silver prize medal of the Royal Academy of Music, awarded 1884, 39mm, with ribbon for 
wearing, very fine to extremely fine  (5)  £200-300

340   
George IV, Coronation, 1821, official bronzed copper medal, by Pistrucci, 35mm (B.H.M. 1070), very light marks from 
handling , good extremely fine, in fitted case with the label of retailer R. Garrard and Brothers[this worn]  £80-120

341   
William IV, Coronation, 1831, official silver medal, by William Wyon after Chantrey, 33.5mm (B.H.M. 1475), good 
extremely fine and well toned, in fitted case with the label of retailer R. Garrard and Brothers    £250-350

BRITISH HISTORICAL MEDALS

340 341
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342   
Italy, attributed to Caradosso (c. 1445-1527), Gian Giacomo Trivulzio (1441-1518), square bronze medal 
recording Ludovico il Moro’s defeat at Alessandria and his capture at Novara, 1499, bust of Trivulzio left, rev., 
dated 1499 and with eight-line inscription, 46mm square (Hill 655; Kress 192 = Pollard 217; Scher coll. 68), pierced, fine 
light brown patina, a very fine contemporary cast  £1,000-1,500

Ex Alain Edrei (1931-2021) collection, Paris [Inventory number 61 in red on reverse].

343   
Italy, Cristoforo di Geremia (fl. 1456-76), Alfonso V of Aragon (1396-1458), bronze medal, bust to right 
resting on a crown, wearing a richly decorated cuirass, rev., VICTOREM REGNI MARS ET BELLONA CORONAT, 
Alfonso in antique armour seated right holding sword and orb, crowned by Mars and Bellona; signed on the exergual line, 
CHRISTOPHORVS HIERIMIA, 76mm (Hill 754 (75-76mm); Arm. I, 31,1; Bargello 156; Kress 210 = Pollard 240; Scher, 
Currency of Fame, 35; Scher coll. 73), minor marks but a very fine contemporary cast with brown patina  £5,000-7,000

Alfonso’s bust set upon a crown is copied from Pisanello’s Venator Intrepidus medal made in c. 1449 (Hill 42) and the victory of both 
medals probably alludes to his conquest of Naples from the Angevins in 1442 and the celebrations that took place afterwards. Hill and 
others have dated the present medal to around the time of Alfonso’s death in 1458. It is one of only two medals that are signed by the 
artist, the other being the medal of Constantine the Great (as Hill 755) – and it is generally considered to be his best medallic work with 
the reverse reflecting the court style of Mantegna.

RENAISSANCE AND LATER EUROPEAN MEDALS
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344   
Italy, attributed to Niccolò Spinelli (1430-1514), called Fiorentino, Charles VIII of France (1483-98), 
bronze medal, bust left wearing cap, rev., Victory in chariot led by Peace; VICTORIAM PAX SEQVETVR, 94mm (Hill 
945; Arm. I, 89, 22; Scher coll. 93), very fine old cast in high relief and with brown patina  £800-1,200

345   
Italy, Circle of Niccolò Spinelli, called Fiorentino, Girolamo Savonarola, bronze medal, bust of Savonarola 
left wearing monk’s habit, Rev., the sword of God held over the city of Florence, 60mm (Hill 1077; Arm. II, 46, 18), very fine 
early and typically coarse cast, brown patina  £400-600

The reverse illustrates Savonarola’s dream of the fate of Florence with the sword of God poised over the city in anticipation of the French 
invasion. There was a rekindling of interest in Savonarola in Florence during the Republic, 1527-30.

346   
Italy, Jacopo da Trezzo (c. 1514-89), Maria of Austria (1528-1603, as Queen of Bohemia and daughter of 
Charles V), bronze medal, bust left, rev., figure of Union, 65mm (Attwood 76; Arm. II, 237, 6), casting hole behind 
bust, fine early cast                   £200-300

Illustration slighty reduced

Illustration reduced
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347   
Italy, Jacopo da Trezzo (c. 1514-89), The Fountain of Virtue, uniface bronze reverse of the medal of 
Gianello della Torre (horologist and engineer), c. 1550, VIRTVS NVNQ DEFICIT, seven men and a boy receiving 
water from the fountain in the form of a draped female statue, 81.4mm (Molinier 353; cf. Attwood 91; Kress 441a = Pollard 
501; Scher, Currency of Fame 55; Warren (2014) 285; Scher coll. 174), pierced, an extremely fine contemporary cast with 
brown patina, traces of solder on the reverse  £600-800

Ex Alain Edrei (1931-2021) collection, Paris; Paul Amos collection, Bourgey, Paris, 8 March 1999, lot 347 part.

348   
Italy, Circle of Pietro Paolo Tomei, Francesco Taverna (1488-1560, Count of Landriano), bronze medal, 
bust right, aged 66, rev., a landscape with trees, rocks and animals, 46.8mm (Attwood 160, obv. only; Arm. I, 234, 37), 
pierced, fine early cast  £200-300

349   
Italy, Venetian School, 16th century, A Satyr’s Head, uniface bronze medal, the satyr’s head to left, made up 
from a lion, toad, dolphin, tortoise, snail, and ape’s head, 43.5mm (cf. Attwood 417;  Molinier 741; Scaglia Plaquettes IX, 
14 – circle of Alessandro Vittoria; Waddington, Before Arcimboldo [The Medal, 1989], p. 15, 7 and fig. 4), pierced, a very 
fine contemporary cast  £200-250

Ex Alain Edrei (1931-2021) collection, Paris [Inventory number 162 in red on reverse]; Beaussant Lefèvre, Paris, 24 March 2010, lot 62.
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350   
Italy, Venetian School (16th century), Pietro Aretino (1492-1556), bronze satirical medal, bust three-quarters 
right, rev., phallic satyr’s head, 42mm (Toderi & Vannel 768; Waddington, Before Arcimboldo [The Medal, 1989], fig. 2), 
old cast, very fine, black patina                        £200-300

351   
Italy, Danese Cataneo (c. 1512-72), Pietro Maria Rossi (Count of San Secondo from 1521), bronze medal, 
armoured bust left wearing the Order of St. Michael, rev., Rossi dressed in full armour chasing Fortune, 51mm (Arm II, 18, 
2 and III, 233, I; Toderi & Vannel 644), pierced, very fine early cast  £400-600

A fine contemporary example of this rare medal was sold in these rooms, 4 November 2020, lot.21.

352   
Massimiliano Soldani (1656-1740), Ciro Ferri (painter and architect), bronze medal, 1680, bust right, aged 
46, rev., allegory of Painting and Architecture standing side by side holding their attributes; signed below, M. SOLDANVS 
F, 67mm (Vannel & Toderi 15; Clifford 295), extremely fine contemporary cast  £300-400

Soldani was a pupil of Cirro Ferri at the Florentine Academy in Rome, and this medal was made in his honour.
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353   
Italy, Massimiliano Soldani (1656-1740), Sir Henry Newton (1651-1715, British Ambassador to the Medici 
court), bronze medal, signed and dated 1709, draped bust right, rev., an allegory of Prudence and Minerva, 86mm 
(Vannel & Toderi 61; MI, II, 367/209), suspension loop at top, otherwise a contemporary cast and about extremely fine 
with brown patina  £1,000-1,500

354   
Italy, Massimiliano Soldani (1656-1740), Cosimo Serristori (1644-1714), bronze medal, 1711, bearded bust 
right, rev., a figure of Meekness standing, holding a lamb, amidst instruments of war, 89.3mm (Vannel & Toderi 63; Scaglia 
438; Börner 1507), some verdigris, very fine contemporary cast  £300-400
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356   
Italy, Antonio Selvi (1679-1753), Michelangelo Buonarroti (celebrated artist, 1475-1564), uniface bronze 
medal, MICHAEL ANGELVS BONAROTVS, draped bust right; signed below, A S, 88mm (cf. Vannel & Toderi 123; Johnson 
147), light scratches in the fields, otherwise an extremely fine contemporary cast with brown patina  £500-700

Ex Baldwin’s 81, 10 May 2013, lot 3448.

357   
Italy, Florence, Antonio Selvi (1679-1753), uniface bronze medal of Alessandro de’ Medici (1512-37), 
cuirassed bust right, 87 mm (V&T 272 var.; M Hall 509),  pierced; France, G. Dupré, bronze-gilt medal of Louis XIII, 
59mm (Jones 58), pierced; and uniface medal of Maria Magdalena of Austria, 92mm (cf. Jones 44), old/early casts, fine or 
better  (3)  £200-300

Ex Alain Edrei (1931-2021) collection, Paris [Inventory number 138 in red on reverse of first item; 698 in white on last].

355   
Italy, Florence, attributed to Soldani (1656-1740), The Wives of the Twelve Caesars, 8 uniface bronze 
medals (from the set of 12), comprising Pompeia, wife of Julius Caesar, Livia, wife of Augustus, Agrippina, wife of 
Tiberius, Statilia Messalina, wife of Nero (all facing right), and Lepida, wife of Galba, Albia Terentia, wife of Otho, Petronia, 
wife of Vitellius, and Domitia, wife of Domitia (all facing left), about 85mm, extremely fine contemporary casts, with 
uniform green patinas and lacquered   (8)  £1,000-1,500

A near complete set of the emperors and their wives was in the Charles Avery collection sold in these rooms, 11 June 2008, lot 515 and 
published in his article “Soldani’s mythological bronzes and his British clientele”, Sculpture Journal XIV, 2005. Most of the examples in 
that set had 18th century paper labels glued to their reverses inscribed in ink “Soldani fe”. This and additional documentary evidence led 
Avery to attribute these medals to Soldani.

Illustration reduced
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359   
Italy, Rome, Gioacchino Francesco Travani (1634-75), Pope Alexander VII (1655-67), bronze medal, 
1659, bust of the Pope left, rev., NAVALE CENTVMCELL, a bird’s eye view of the harbour, buildings and fortifications 
of Civitavecchia, 68.5mm (Bargello 506; Molinari 97; Toderi & Vannel (1990) 134, 121; Scaglia 375), extremely fine and a 
high-quality cast with brown patina  £1,000-1,500

360   
A group of cast and struck European medals comprising: Italy, bronze medals (10), Bianca Cappello by G Z 
Weber, 45mm (Molinari 165), Pietro Gyron de Osuna by G. di Gracia, 46mm (Alvarez-Ossorio 439b), Marcantonio Grimani 
by N. da Ponte, 50mm, Clement XII by Dassier, 53mm, Enrico Orsini, 35 x 26mm (Kress 496), Marguerite de France, 
uniface, 53mm (Kress 503), Ferdinand Gonzaga by G. Mola, 44 x 38mm, Baccio Bandinelli, 38mm (Arm. I, 163, 4), Pietro 
Donella by Ardenti, 56mm (Attwood 663) and small silver-gilt religious medal of the Annunciation, 17th century, 38mm; 
with European plaquettes (4), of Ariadne on Naxos/Judgement of Paris (?), 53mm (later mule of two plaquette types), 
St Matthew the Apostle, 75mm, Allegory of Architecture, 73mm, and an amorous couple on donkey, 63mm; Germany, 
bronze medal of the Crucifixion/Abraham and Isaac by Reinhart, 54mm, mainly old casts; bronze-gilt medals of Mary II of 
England, 49mm, Elizabeth I of Russia, 64mm, and emperor Joseph II, 63mm, mainly fine; and an electrotype of the rare 
medal of Archbishop William Schevez of St. Andrews attributed to Quentin Matsys, 81mm, pierced, very fine  (19)  
 £500-700

Ex Alain Edrei (1931-2021) collection, Paris.

358   
Italy, Rome, Giovanni Battista Guglielmada (fl. 1665-88), Queen Christina of Sweden, bronze-gilt medal, 
draped bust right, rev., NON SVFFIXIT, a globe of the world wrapped by a band, 39mm (Bargello 574; de Bildt 65, fig. 
37/38), weak reverse lettering but extremely fine with high quality gilding £500-700
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361   
France, Louis XIV, The Laying of the Foundation Stone of the Val-de-Grâce (1645), uniface bronze medal 
by Jean Warin (1606-72), the front elevation of the building as planned by François Mansart; OB GRATIAM DIV 
DESIDERATI REGII ET SECVNDI PARTVS – QVINTO CAL SEPT 1638 (In thanks for the longed-for and happy birth of 
the king – 5 September 1638), 96mm (cf. Jones 208; Scher, Currency of Fame 154), extremely fine contemporary cast with 
original suspension loop, brown patina     £700-1000 

The medal is usually accompanied by an obverse depicting Anne of Austria holding in her arms her seven-year-old son Louis XIV, both of 
whom were present at the ceremony of the laying of the foundation stone.

362   
France, Lorraine, Charles V, bronze medal, on his marriage to Archduchess Eleonora of Austria,  1678, 
busts of Charles V and Eleonora facing threequarters right, rev., a crown atop two flaming hearts above a janiform male 
and female head set on a plinth and flanked by the shields of Lorraine and Austria; above, in the clouds a god pours rays of 
happiness from a vase, 74.6mm (Montenuovo 833), cast and chased, some minor edge knocks, about extremely fine with 
light brown patina  £700-1,000

Ex Alain Edrei (1931-2021) collection, Paris.
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363   
Germany, Saxony, Johann Friedrich I, the Magnanimous (1532-54), silver-gilt medal by Hans Reinhart 
the Elder (c. 1510-81), 1535, bust facing threequarters right holding broad sword and electoral cap (after Lucas Cranach 
the Elder), signed with incuse monogram HR below his right hand, rev., three crested helmets over his coat of arms; 
dated MDXXXV, 65.8mm, total weight 66g (Habich 1935; Kress 605; Scher, Currency of Fame, 126; Scher coll. 306), with 
contemporary loop for suspension, contemporary cast, about extremely fine       £2,000-2,500

Ex Alain Edrei (1931-2021) collection, Paris.

364   
Holy Roman Empire, Charles V, silver medal, 1537, by Hans Reinhart the Elder (c. 1510-81), half-length bust 
of Charles V right, aged 37, wearing cap and elaborately embroidered gown and holding sceptre and orb; traces of incised 
HR monogram below his right arm, rev., PLVS OVLTRE, the Imperial coat of arms supported by crowned double eagle; 
signed below H – R, 72.65g, 66.2mm (Habich 1926, pl. CCIII, 7; Bernhart 93; Trusted 143), minor edge flaw and faint V 
graffito in obverse field, otherwise an extremely fine contemporary cast with grey toning  £4,000-6,000

The medal was re-issued in 1544 with an older portrait of the emperor, aged 44, for which see Scher, Currency of Fame, 125.



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

366   
Netherlands, Aadrian Florensz Boeyens, Adrian IV (Pope, 1522-23), uniface bell-metal medal attributed 
to Conrad Meit, bust of the Pope left wearing the Papal tiara, his cope fastened with large morse and flanked by his 
personal shield and that of Utrecht, 85mm (Smolderen [2009] 21; Kress 629 = Pollard 766; Scaglia 320), extremely fine 
contemporary cast  £1,000-1,500

365   
Netherlands, Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, 1500-1556, uniface bell-metal medal attributed to Conrad 
Meit, bust left wearing hat and Order of the Golden Fleece, holding gloves in his right hand; Charles as king of Castille, 
Leon, Grenada, Arragon, Navarre and Galicia, 54.6mm (Bernhart 6; Smolderen 20), small casting flaw, a very fine 
contemporary cast  £300-400



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

367   
Italy, Master IO FF, Ariadne on Naxos, bronze plaquette (c. 1480), Ariadne seated holding a rudder, flanked by, 
on the left, a satyr bearing a satyress on his shoulders and a male figure holding a standard stuck with animals’ heads, and 
on the right, a naked youth holding a prow aloft and a torch which is being lit by another youth, 57mm (Molinier 130; Bange 
648; Kress 97, fig. 128; Bargello 122-5), cast on a thin flan with concentric circles incised on the reverse, pierced and the 
rim (and signature) flattened (probably from having been fitted into a frame), otherwise an extremely fine contemporary 
cast, brown patina  £1,500-2,000

Ex John R. Gaines collection, part 2, Morton & Eden, 8 December 2005, lot 53.

368   
Italy, Galeazzo Mondella, called Moderno (c. 1467-1529), Hercules and the Centaur, bronze plaquette, the 
scene flanked by a building and ruined amphitheatre (with Moderno’s signature removed by tooling from the edifice of 
the building), 68.5 x 53mm (Molinier 195; Bange 483; Kress 136; Bargello 150-152; Lewis 6), (edge with traces of solder), 
a very fine early cast with brown patina, set in a green velvet mount within a gilt frame for displaying (frame 140 x 
130mm)  £1,200-1,500

Ex Morton & Eden, 18 April 2002, lot 551.

RENAISSANCE PLAQUETTES AND PLAQUES

Illustration reduced



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

369   
Italy, Andrea Briosco, called Riccio (c. 1470-1532), Allegorical Figures, bronze trapezoidal plaquette, from 
the left, a seated figure of Victory inscribing a shield, Chronos seated on a lion, and on the right a veiled and seated female 
figure with two children and, beside her, a vase inscribed VIR, 44.7 x 106mm (Molinier 415; Bange 377; Kress 231, fig. 119), 
cast from a pierced example, fine early cast with dark patina £400-600

This plaquette is sometimes found inserted into sand-boxes, as Kress 482 and Bange 376C.

370   
Italy, Florentine, school of Benedetto da Maiano (late 15th century), The Madonna and Child, bronze pax, 
the Madonna and Child seated below a shell niche, 105 x 60mm (Molinier 546; Bange 327; Kress 283, fig. 27), dark patina, 
somewhat rubbed, plugged but a contemporary cast with later bronze loop attached to the back  £600-800



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

371   
Hans Jamnitzer workshop (c. 1570), Mercury sending Argos to Sleep and The Decapitation of Argos, a 
pair of lead plaques, the former with Mercury descending to Earth from Jupiter and in the foreground playing his flute 
to Argos who falls asleep, his dog at his feet, 182mm (Weber 287.1; Frederiks I, 60B; Jamnitzer [1995], 564), pierced, dark 
patina, an extremely fine contemporary cast; the latter with Mercury holding up the head of Argos whose corpse lies on the 
ground; Juno stands on the left with a peacock and appears again in the sky riding her chariot drawn by a pair of peacocks, 
182mm (Weber 287.2; Frederiks I, 61C), three piercings, dark patina, a very fine contemporary cast; the pair uniformly 
set in red velvet mounts within gilt frames for displaying (frames 280mm square)   (2)  £5,000-7,000

Ex Morton & Eden, 18 April 2002, lot 609.

Illustrations reduced



All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

372   
Hans Jamnitzer workshop (c. 1575), The Anointing of David (after Marten van Heemskerck), bronze 
plaque, David anointed by Samuel, his harp lying on the ground; the landscape with sheep, figures, trees, hills and towns 
stretching into the distance, 149mm (Weber 281, Morgenroth 382; Jamnitzer [1995], 562), slight edge damage and small 
casting hole in tree filled with wax, traces of gilding, a very fine contemporary cast, set in dark blue velvet mount set in 
partially gilt frame for displaying (frame 270mm square)  £1,000-1,500

Ex Morton & Eden, 18 April 2002, lot 605.

373   
Germany, Workshop of Hans Jamnitzer (1539-1603), The Judgment of Solomon, lead plaque, late 16th 
century, the scene enacted before a church, an archway and leading to buildings and trees in the distance; border of 
interlinked chains, 163mm (Weber 282; Jamnitzer exhibition catalogue (1995), 563), pierced and plugged, contemporary 
cast, somewhat battered  £500-700

Illustrations reduced

Illustration reduced



374   
Netherlandish (late 16th century), An Allegory of Providence, bronze plaquette (or medal reverse), 
PROVIDE[N]TIA O[M]NIA SVPERAT over a landscape with ruined building, an archway, trees and a city in the distance; 
in the foreground, a male nude figure stands, pointing to a skull on a sarcophagus; in the centre, an amorous couple; and to 
the right, men and women making merry, 80mm (cf. Schulman sale, 17 June 1929, lot 414), pierced, the reverse in intaglio, 
a very fine contemporary cast  £400-600

Ex Morton & Eden, 18 April 2002, lot 629.

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

375   
Netherlandish, attributed to Hans Jakob Bayr (1574-1628), Noah’s Ark, large bronze plaque, early 17th 
century, a view of Noah and his wife and other figures with pairs of animals and birds entering the ark, 198mm (Weber 
782 – 195-241mm), sometime lacquered and with a yellow/golden patina, very fine detailing  £1,000-1,500

For a similar plaquette of 207mm and also lacquered see the John R Gaines collection sale, Morton & Eden, 8 December 2005, lot 64.

Illustration reduced



376   
Netherlandish, Paulus van Vianen (1570-1613), Hercules subduing the Cretan Bull, bronze plaque (signed, 
c. 1597), Hercules wrestling the bull to the ground; to the right, three nude females bearing fruit and a cornucopia; in the 
background, trees, buildings, a road and river and birds flying in the sky; signed on a tablet on the left, PAVL DE VIANE, 
157mm (Weber 923; Frederiks IV, 76), seven small piercings and an edge nick, a very fine contemporary cast, set in a dark 
blue velvet mount within partially gilt frame for displaying (frame 270mm square)  £3,000-4,000

Ex Morton & Eden, 18 April 2002, lot 620.

 

377   
Prague or the Netherlands (c. 1600), Jacob embracing Rachel, bronze plaque, in the centre, Jacob embracing 
Rachel; to the left, men lifting a stone from the mouth of a well to water Laban’s sheep and elsewhere are trees, a river, 
animals, mountains and towns stretching into the distance, 186mm (Weber 460; Frederiks I, 32), pierced, cast from a 
pierced example, with a crowned R countermark, a very fine old cast and set in a grey velvet mount within a partially gilt 
frame for displaying (frame 300mm square)               £700-1000

Ex Morton & Eden, 18 April 2002, lot 611.

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

Illustrations reduced

Illustrations reduced
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Conditions of Business for Buyers
 
 
1. Introduction 
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton & 
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers 
is governed by:- 
(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers; 
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers 
displayed in the saleroom and available from 
Morton & Eden Ltd.;  
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity 
Guarantee; 
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in 
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by 
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's 
announcement. 
 
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as 
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton & 
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest 
in a lot.  
 
2. Definitions  
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting 
or considering making a bid, including 
Buyers; 
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest 
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer, 
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding 
as agent; 
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale, 
including their agent, or executors; 
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd., 
auctioneers, Nash House, St George Street, 
London W1S 2FQ, company number 4198353. 
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or 
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from 
the Buyer;  
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission 
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price 
at the rates set out in the Important 
Information for Buyers; 
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the 
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the 
auction or the post auction sale price; 
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus 
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s 
Expenses; 
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the 
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller 
has agreed to sell a lot. 
 
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses 
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT, 
where applicable. 
 
3. Examination of Lots  
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly 
dependent on information provided by the 
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise 
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot 
is available for examination before sale. 
Bidders are responsible for carrying out 
examinations and research before sale to satisfy 
themselves over the condition of lots and 
accuracy of descriptions.   
 
(b) All oral and/or written information 
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including 
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports 
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion 
and not representations of fact. Estimates may 
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling 
price or value of the lot and may be revised 
from time to time at M&E’s absolute 
discretion. 
 

 
 
4. Exclusions and limitations of liability 
to Buyers 
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to  
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems that 
the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the terms of 
M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee. 
 
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither M&E nor 
the Seller:- 
(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any 
oral or written information provided to Bidders 
by M&E, whether negligent or otherwise; 
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders 
and any implied warranties and conditions are 
excluded (save in so far as such obligations 
cannot be excluded by English law), other than 
the express warranties given by the Seller to the 
Buyer (for which the Seller is solely 
responsible) under the Conditions of Business 
for Sellers; 
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts or 
omissions (whether negligent or otherwise) by 
M&E in connection with the conduct of 
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale of 
any lot. 
 
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any 
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a 
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the 
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall 
be liable for any indirect or consequential 
losses. 
 
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or 
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for 
death or personal injury caused by the 
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the 
Seller. 
 
5. Bidding at Auction 
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse 
admission to the auction. Before sale, 
Bidders must complete a Registration Form 
and supply such information and references 
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally 
liable for their bid and are jointly and 
severally liable with their principal, if 
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior 
and express consent must be obtained).  
 
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the 
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute 
absentee written bids provided that they are, 
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient 
time and in legible form. 
(c) When available, written and telephone 
bidding is offered as a free service at the 
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other 
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable 
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone 
bidding may be recorded.  
 
6. Import, Export and Copyright 
Restrictions 
M&E and the Seller make no representations 
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject 
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It 
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain 
any copyright clearance or any necessary 
import, export or other licence required by 
law, including licenses required under the 
Convention on the International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES).  
 

 
 
7. Conduct of the Auction 
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse 
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale 
(including after the fall of the hammer) if 
(s)he believes that there may be an error or 
dispute, and may also take such other action 
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary. 
 
(b) The auctioneer will commence and 
advance the bidding in such increments as  
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to 
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the 
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.  
 
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract 
between the Buyer and the Seller is 
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's 
hammer. 
 
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall 
incorporate these Conditions of Business. 
 
8. Payment and Collection 
 
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, 
payment of the Purchase Price is due in 
pounds sterling immediately after the auction 
(the "Payment Date").  
 
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer 
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in 
cleared funds. M&E will generally not 
release a lot to a Buyer before payment. 
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title 
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase 
Price, as above. 
 
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit 
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6, 
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay 
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a). 
 
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots 
within 10 working days of the auction.  
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from 
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working 
days after the auction.  Until risk passes, 
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss 
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the 
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer. 
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the 
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the 
Conditions of Business for Sellers.  
 
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the 
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any 
acts or omissions of third party packers or 
shippers. 
 
9. Remedies for non-payment 
Without prejudice to any rights that the 
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior 
agreement fails to make payment for the lot 
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E 
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more 
of the following remedies:-  
 
(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere 
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense; 
 
(b) cancel the sale of the lot; 
 
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by 
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by 
the Buyer for the lot;  
 
 
 
 



(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;  
 
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above 
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the  
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase 
Price is received in cleared funds; 
 
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with 
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion, 
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any 
shortfall between the original Purchase Price 
and the amount achieved on re-sale, 
including all costs incurred in such re-sale; 
 
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property 
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale 
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer 
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days 
written notice before exercising such lien; 
 
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover 
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest 
and legal costs;  
 
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller 
to enable the Seller to commence legal 
proceedings. 

10. Failure to collect purchases 
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but 
does not collect the lot within 20 working  
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at  
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s 
premises or in independent storage. 
 
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within  
6 months of the auction, following 60 days 
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell 
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates 
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale 
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be 
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer 
within 2 years of the original auction.  
 
11. Data Protection 
(a) M&E will use information supplied by 
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by 
M&E for the provision of auction related 
services, client administration, marketing and 
as otherwise required by law.  
 
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of 
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing of 
their personal information and to the disclosure 
of such information to third 
 

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in 
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per Condition 
9(i).   
 
. 

12. Miscellaneous 
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions 
and all other materials produced by M&E are 
the copyright of M&E.  
 
(b) These Conditions of Business are not 
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s 
prior written consent, but are binding on 
Bidders' successors, assigns and 
representatives.   
 
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set 
out the entire agreement between the parties. 
 
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business 
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts shall 
remain in full force and effect. 
 
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be 
interpreted in accordance with English Law, 
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
 
 
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of 
Property which is later shown to be a 
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below 
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and 
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by the 
Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that 
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase 
Price.  
 
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after the 
date of the relevant auction, is for the benefit 
of the Buyer only and is non-transferable.  
 
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property 
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable 
opinion is an imitation created with the intent 
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date, 
age, period, culture or source, where the 
correct description of such matters is not 
included in the catalogue description for the 
Property.  
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit 
solely because of any damage and/or 
restoration and/or modification work 
(including, but not limited to, traces of 
mounting, tooling or repatinating). 
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply 
if either:- 

 
 
(i) the catalogue description was in 
accordance with the generally accepted 
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of 
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated 
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or  
 
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date 
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit 
would have been by means of processes not 
then generally available or accepted, 
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or 
likely to have caused damage to or loss in value 
to the Property (in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s 
reasonable opinion); or 
 
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of 
the Property from its value had it accorded with 
its catalogue description; 
 
(iv) the sole grounds for claiming that the 
item is a Counterfeit are based on a 
difference of opinion between Morton & 
Eden Ltd and a third-party coin grading 
service. 
 
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer 
must:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing within 
one (1) month of receiving any information that 
causes the Buyer to question the authenticity or 
attribution of the Property, specifying the lot 
number, date of the auction at which it was 
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to 
be Counterfeit; and 
 
(ii) return the Property to Morton  
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the date 
of sale and be able to transfer good title in the 
Property, free from any third party claims 
arising after the date of the sale.  
 
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive 
any of the above requirements.  Morton & 
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at 
the Buyer's cost the reports of two 
independent and recognised experts in the 
relevant field and acceptable to Morton & 
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be 
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer, 
and reserves the right to seek additional 
expert advice at its own expense.  In the 
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind 
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund 
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to 
two mutually approved independent expert 
reports, provided always that the costs of 
such reports have been approved in advance 
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd. 
 
 





  ABSENTEE BID FORM 
 (please print clearly or type) 
 
Sale Title: 
Coins, Medals and Plaquettes 
 
 
Date: 
6 December 2022 
 
 
Please send to: 
Morton & Eden Ltd. 
Nash House 
St George Street 
London W1S 2FQ 
 
info@mortonandeden.com 
 
 
Important 
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for 
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s) 
mentioned below.  These bids are to be 
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other 
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but not 
exceeding the specified amount.  The 
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by 
placing a bid on behalf of the seller.  The 
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the 
seller up to the amount of the reserve by 
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot. 
 
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s 
Conditions of Business.  If any bid is successful, I 
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer 
price at the rate stated in the front of the 
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of 
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium 
and the hammer price. 
 
 
Payment Instructions: 
 
Bank Transfer (recommended) 
Please quote your invoice number 
and name when making payment 
 
UK Debit Card (please complete) 
 
Cheque or Banker’s Draft 
Drawn on a recognised UK bank. 
 
Foreign cheques will not be 
accepted. 
 
 
Sterling Cash 
Subject to statutory limits. 
 
  
 
 

Name   

Address  

  

 Postcode 

Telephone/Home Business 

Fax VAT No. 

Email  

Signed Date 

  

Debit Card type:  

Card Number  

Cardholder Name  

Expiry Date                                                                  Issue No.  

Security Code (last 3 digits on back of card)  

Billing Address (if different from above)  

  
Cardholder Signature (By signing this you are 
authorising payment for this sale)  

 
If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick    ⃞ 
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